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P R E ~' A C E 

The phenomenon of regionalism can be seen to be in 

existence in many countries of the World. It is often 

viewed as • prcblem standing in the way of the creation of an 

integrate« natiQn. Regionalism,in its extreme form,can 

indeed become a threat tG the unity and integrity of a 

nation, more so in a country like India where different 

lingustic - cultural zones exist. It is • complex phenomenon, 

like other social phenomena, with a number of factors in their 

total effects giving rise to it. Although this phenomenon 

can ane does exist in many countri~~ with long independent 

historical tracitions, yet it is both extremely important 

ana interesting to see how regionalism emerged in the periga 

of colonial rule in Inaia. 

The present study seeks te understand the rise and 

growth of regionalism in Bihar and the movement for its 

separation from Bengal. The study covers the period from 

1870 to 1912, as it was in the deca«e of 1870s that the first 

expressions of regional ~nsciousness were made in very 

emphatic terms. The movement for separation finally ended 

in 1912 whe.n Bihar was separated from Bengal. 
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CHAPTER I 



INTRODUCTION 

The State of Bihar, as it exists now, is a recent 

creation and came into being only in the twentieth century. 

In 1912 Bihar ana Orissa were separate~ from Bengal 1 and 

const.J.,tute41i inte a separate province, known as the Province 

of Bihar and orissa. Thus Bihar got a political identity 

of its cwn. Orissa was separate« from Bihar in 1937. 2 

Except for some territorial adjustments made in the 

post-independence period, the territory and boun~ary of 

Bihar rem~inec the same as they were constitutea in 1937 

3 
when orissa was separated from Bihar. 

The State of Bihar lies between latitude 21.58' and 

27°31' N and longituse 83° 20' and 88° 32'E. It has a 

total area of 67,202 square miles and is bounded on the east 

by West Bengal., ~d on the ~est by Uttar Pradesh and Madhya 

Pradesh. To the south lies Orissa and to the north, 4 Wepal. 

1. R.Ro Diwakar (Ed.) a Bihar Through the Ages., Calcutta, 
1959, P• 62. 

3. Ibid., P• 64 

4. Ibid., PP• 23-24. 
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Although many factors contributed to the creation of 

Bihar as a separate province in 1912, a very significant 

factor was the rise and growth of regional consciousness in 

Bihar in the last three decades of the nineteenth century 

and the consequent demand for separation from Bengal and the 

movement launched by Bihar! leaders to achieve this objectiveo 

The rise of regional consciousness was syffiPo.ized by 

the beginning of 'Bihar for Biharis' movement in 1876. 

Although this movement itself was occasioned by a number of 

factors, what initially began as a fight over jobs between 

Biharis and Bengalis soon involved the whole questiGn ef 

Bihar•s identity and gradually took the shape of a separatist 

movement. 

The present study is an attempt to understand the rise 

of regionalism in Bihar in the last thirty years of the 

nineteenth century and early twentieth century, and the 

movement for its separation from the Presidency of Bengal. 

This theme has not received much attention from the 

historians so far. There have been some general surveys of 

the history of Bihar from ancient period to the present 

period. ~o notable example of this kind of historical work 
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are 'History of Bihar• 5 written by R.K. Chaudhary and 'Bihar 

Through the Ages• 6 edited by R.R. Diwakar. Both the works 

mention about the subject, but by their very nature these fail 

to give much attention to the subject. These works contain 

a great deal of information on various aspects of polity, 

society, economy, ·culture and history of Bihar, which do have 

a bearing on the subject. A very significant work on the subject 

is t'The creation of Modern Bihar• 7 by v.c.P. Chaudhary. The 

author has pointed out with clarity the reasons why Biharis 

set up a demand for the creation of a separate Bihar in the 

last years of the nineteenth century. But the book is mainly 

concerned with the movement for the separation of Bihar. The 

growth of social and political consciousness is not discussed 

in any great detail. Not much attention is given to find out 

the implications of the establishment of colonial rule. The 

third volume of 'The Comprehensive History of Bihar• 8 edited by 

K.K. Datta "'hich deals with the history of modern Bihar also 

discusses the subject of political evolution of Bihar from being 

a part of the Bengal Presidency to a full-fledged province of 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

R.K. Chaudhary_: History of Bihar, Patna, 1955~ 

R.R. Diwakar (Ed.) Bihar Through t,he Ages, Calcutta, 1959. 

v .c.P. Chaud: ~ iry : The Creation of Modern Bihar, Darbhanga, 
1964o 

K.K. Datta (Ed.} s The Comprehensive History of Bihar, 
Volume III in two parts, Patna, 1976. 
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of British India. The various factors,which contributed to 

this,are discussed. The above volume also includes a survey 

of the vernacular literature, which should have been of some 

interest, but here what one finds is mere information about 

various authors and their works, and not much attempt is made 

to examine the themes of their works. The 'History of Indian 

National Congress in Bihar, 1885-1985' 9 edited by P.N. Ojh~ 

although mainly concerned with the ~istory of the Indian 

National Congress, discusses the emergence of political 

consciousness in Bihar in the pre-congress period and is 

both informative and analytical in its approach. 

Although a number of papers and articles are available 

on the above subject,the amount of secondary works available 

on it is rather scanty. 

Towards the Problem 

The term 'Regionalism• is of comparatively recent 

origin and has not acquired any precise definition. 

But in a very general way the term has been defined as 

" counter movement to any exaggerated or oppressive form of 

centralization. It must not, however, be considered solely 

9. P.N. Ohha (Ed) : History of Indian National Congress 
In Bihar, 1885-1985, Patna, 1985. 
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from the viewpoint of political control or goverrunental 

administration. Regionalist problems arise only when 

there is a combination of two or more such factors as 

geographical isolation, independent historical traditions, 

racial, ethnic and linguistics peculiarities and local 

economic or class interests. It is different from mere 

sectionalism in that.it is not exclusively based on region-

al economic or class interests but involves certain ethnic 

factors, such as cultural, traditional or linguistic pee-

luarities which provide a basis for what is often term as 

ulO 
sub-nationality. 

To put it more simply.regionalism is the belief that 

because a group of people live in a particular geographical 

region and have common ethnic characteristics such as language, 

culture, they have as a result.common political,social and 

economic interests. Region is the basis of their basic social 

relationships. It responds to and expresses the social 

urges and serves the social needs of certain contemporary 

groups at a given time. 

The existence of the elements of a common regional 

identity like common cultural and ethnic attributes of the 

10. Encyclopaedia of the Social Sciences, Vols. xiii. 
~~w York, 19~~~ pp. 208-9 •. -
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people of a region, an independent historical tradition of 

its m>~n and presence of local class interests, as seen above, 

are necessary to the growth of regional consciousness but 

these need not automatically lead to the growth of regional 

consciousness, (although it cannot be denied that the very 

growth of regional consciousness contributes to the growth 

of reglonal identity and vice versa). 

In the opinion of one scholar, four things are required 

tor the transformation of an objectively different people 

11 into a subjectively conscious community. These are 

the existence of a pool of symbols cf distinctiveness, ~n 

elite willing to select, transmit and standardise those 

symbols for the group., a socially mobilisin9 population to 

whom these symols of group identity can be transmitted and 

the existence of one or more group to be differentiated 

12 from. 
the 

He further points out that it is~erception of 

objective differences between groups and particularly of 

11. P.R. Brass, r,anguage, Religion and Politics in North 
India, Delhi, 1975, pp. 43-44o 

12o Ibid., PP• 43-44. 
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uneven rates of social change between them,which provides 

the catalyst for the development of group aonsciousness. 13 

He also draws attention to the role of the govern-

ment in the development of group consciousness. In the 

decisions and policies they make and in the general stra-

tegies they follow the government influences the development 

of group consciousness and the patterns of group conflict. 14 

Marxist scholars have provided useful insights as 

to how and under what circumstances the problem of region-

alism or sub-nationalities occurs. As it is known, 

the problem is not uniquely faced by independent countries 

only but even a colonized country like India had to face 

this problem. In fact, it \'JaS one of the major problems with 

which Indian nationalist movement had to contend. 15 

A number of modern European states such as the 

Austrians, the Hungarians and the R~ssians had to face simi-

16 
lar problems. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

Ibid. p.33 _, 
Ibid. P• 41 

I 

A.R. Desai a Social Background of Indian Nationalism, 
Bombay, 1989, Reprint, p. 381. 

Russia and Yogoslavia are facing serious problems 
of this nature now. 
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Marxist scholars have tried to find the roots of the 

problem of sub-nationalities in the nature of historical 

evolution of a country. As one scholar has put it "A 

survey of the historical development of modern nations 

reveals the crucial fact that they are product of the 

capitalist development of society. The extending process 

of the capitalist economic development overcomes the econo-

ttic, social and political disunity of a people, unifies 

them in a single political and economic system, and · w.eld.s 

them into a cohesive nation• 17 Stalin was to put it like 

this, uA nation is not merely a historical category, but 

a historical category belonging to a definite epoch, the 

epoch of rising capitalism. The process of elimination of 

feudalism and development of capitalism is at the same time 

a process of constitution of people into nations". 18 

In those countries the problem of sub-nationalities 

did not grow much or regionalist consciousness did not 

emerge much where "the process of economic and resultant 

17. A.R. Desai - op.cit. pp. 381-82. 

18. J. Stalin : "Marxism and the National Question" 
w·prks, Vol. II, Moscow, 1953, p. 313. 
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linguistic and cultural consolidation of loosely existing 

peoples into united and compact nations preceded the 

establishment of centralized national states". 19 The exam-

ples · are France, Great Britain without Ireland and Italy. 

But in those countries, where due to some reasons, 

a centralized state emerged before the capitalist economic 

development could overcome the linguistic and cultural diff-

erences of dtsparate people and transmute them into a well-

knit nation, living in a common economic and cultural life, 
20 

auch problem arose, and they emerged into multinational 

states. The major example of such states is Russia. 

What finally contributed to the growth of such problems 

was that with further economic and other developments as 

well as -some oppression by the dominant nationali-

ty, nationality consciousness developed among the suppre-

ssed groups, who were living in different regions, and they 

21 
started movements for political freedom. 

19. 

20. 

A.R. Desai : op.cit. p. 382. , 
Ibid., P• 382. 
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The Indian Scene 

In India, the factors responsible for the growth of 

sub-nationalities o~in other words, regional identities 

were not exactly similar to those that were at work in East 

European countries like Austria and Russia. As seen above, 

it depended on the nature of historical evolution of a 

country. 

India's historical evolution, it being a colony of 

Great Britain, was influenced and determined by two major 

factors. Partially it depended on the nature of economy, 

society and polity of the pre-British period but a far more 

important factor was the role of the colonial government and 

the nature of changes that were brought about by it in India's 

economy, society, polity and culture. The rupture brought 

about by the colonial intrusion not only brought some latent 

tensions to the surface but also created new tensions in the 

Indian society. 

In the nineteenth century was initiated the prolonged 

historical process of welding the Indian people into a nation 

22 or a people. It was under the aegis of British colonial 

22. Bipan Chandra, : Communalism in Modern India, New Delhi 
1984, P• 123. 
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rule that this process was initiated. British rule performed 

a double mission in India ~ one destructive,the other 

regenerating. These were the annihilation of the old 

Asiatic society, and the laying of the material foundations 

23 of western society. The British not only established 

political unity but also by gradually introducing a uniform 

system of government unified it administratively. Through 

the destruction of the rural and local self-sufficient 

economy and by introducing capitalist system they made India's 

economic life a single whole. They built up, although 

sparingly, as Indian educated class and established modern 

means of communication. 24 -~11 these steps made for an all-

round consolidation of Indians into a modern state. But as the 

transformation of the Indian society was intended to serve 

the interests of the colonial power and was adjusted in 

character, extent and depth, to the exigencies of these 

interests, it remained incomplete and had a distorted chara-

cter. 25 It created a new unevenness in the Indian society 

23. See, R.P. Dutt : India Today, Calcutta, 1989, 
Reprint, pp. 92-93. 

24. Ibid., p.93. 

25. A.R. Desai, op.cit., p.384. 
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as a whole and thus stood in the way of the creation of a 

true and compact nation. 

The British rule created a new uneveness of develop-

26 ment between different regions. This was because of the 

fact that in the colonial regime social development was 

not uniform in all regions. What led to it was the fact 

that the conquest of India was a prolonged affair and was 

completed in stages. Hence the impact of colonialism on the• 

people occurred in a differential manner. 27 The formation 

28 of new social classes also occurred unevenly. As the 

growth of Indian nationalism was the result of the conditions 

created by the British conquest and rul~ and the action of 

the forces accompanying that conquest and rule uneven develop-

ment of Indian society was reflected in the uneven· grmtth, 

both in time and space,of national and anti-imperialist 

consciousness among different social classes as well as people 

belonging to different religions or linguistic areas. 29 But the 

"growing economic, political and administrative unifi-

cation of the country, the process of making India into a 

26. Anil Seal : The Emergence of Indian Nationalism, 
Cambridge, 1968, pp. 25-26. 

27. Bipan Chandra, op.cit.,p. 123. 
28. Ibid. p.l23o _, 
29. l£12., p.l23, also see A.R. Desai, op.cit.,p. 387. 
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nation, the developing basic contradiction between colo-

nialism and the Indian people and the formation of modern 

social classes and strata made it imperative to have wider 

links and loyalties among the people and to look for wider 

unities and identities. u30 Where the national consciousness 

could not grow, regionalism and similar._ other identities 

emerged to fill the gap and became the basis for such iden-

31 tification. It had the result that the development of 

nationalist movement was paralleled by independent politi-

cal movements of not only different socio-religious groups 

like the M.uslims but of regional groups like Bihar is, 

Oriyas and others.
32 

With the growth of regional consciousness, Which were 

promoted by a number of factors, the sub-nationalities felt 

a keen desire to have a free corporate life, where they 

could develop to their ful..lest potentialities. But this 

was not possible so long as the existir~ provincial ~visions 

continued, which were created for the administrative 

30. Ibid., P• 20. 

31. Ibid., Footnotes p. 22, and p. 124. 

32. A.R. Desai, op.cit.,p. 387. 
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convenience of the British and did not correspond to 

linguistic- cultural regions. 33 Thi~ fact lay at the 

root of the demand for a separate political identity made 

by different sub-nationalities in the nineteenth and twen-

tieth centuries. 

Although increased pride in local culture and tradition 

and an increased attention to the history of local regions 

are phenomenon observed even during earlier periods of 

Indian history34 and even during the colonial period the grow-

th of regional feeling was greatly influenced by the factors 

like independent historical traditions (History being an 

integral part of social consciousness its appropriation 

has always been crucial to the rise of social and political 

35 movements) and other cultural factors, but the Nhole process 

was greatly accentuated during the colonial period, and what 

made these factors relevant was the total situation created 

by the colonial rule. 

33. 

3 4. 

35. 

Ibid. ,P• 388. 

R. ·rhapar ' A History of India, {Penguin) ,Vol.I;.l966, p.244. 

K.N. Panikkar, "Apirooriation of History and Historian•a 
Role", Presidentia Aadress, Historiography, South 
Indian History Congress, Calicut, 1991. 
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Steps like administrative unification,improvement 

in the means of communication and the creation of a modern 

educated class, in their total effects, contributed to the 

consolidation of regions and helped in the further crystal!-

isation of a regional identity. 

But what gave fillip to the whole process was a 

perception of uneven development within the country and 

where lines of division between the developed and undevel-

oped were perceived either in terms geographical areas or 

36 between ethno-cultural communities or both. 

In the colonial regime, as said earlier, economic 

change and social development was not uniform in all regions. 

Because of their imperial connexion, the various interests 

of the people, living in the regions of most concentrated 

colonial presence, ranged far and wide. However, ,,•ith 

the growth of political consciousness among wider strata of 

the population, the inevitable lop-sidedness of colonial 

create• an awareness of uneven d~vel_pf"'ent 
development;even within large dependencies. And, whenever, 

36. Partha Chatterjee : "Bengal ~ Rise and Growth of a 
Nationality" Social Scientist, August 1975, p. 69. 

37. Ibid. 1 p. 70. 
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the perception developed among the people of backward 

regions, that the interests of a people of a particular 

region are being given prominence or people of such regions 

were seen to the dominating the interests of backward regions.it 

led to an accentuation of the growth of regional consciousness 

there (as the people developed a common feeling of aversion 

against the dominant regional group). This almost inevitably 

led to the demand of a separate political identity. The 

demand was made not only on the ground that the existing 

administrative set-up did not correspond to linguistic-

cultural divisions of India but also on the grounds that 

tney had led to a situation where one regional group came 
of 

to dominate the interests!other regional group and backward 

regions could not flourish until and unless they were given 

a separate political identity. A study of the rise and growth 

of regional consciousness in Bihar and its demand for an 

independent political identity separate from the Presidency 

of Bengal can be situated in the light of our discussion so 

far. 

To locate the specificity of the growth regionalism 

in Bihar some questions would need to be answered. How far 

was Bihar a •region' in the pre-British period and how did the 
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the imposition of British rule affect the polity and society 

in Bihar? How did the spread of English education and the 

emergence of an English educated class affect the question 

of Bihar's identity ana contribut~ to tne qrowth of regional 

consciousness'? 1fl"hat was the role of the press and public 

platform - the symbols of political consciousness - to the 

gro\.;rth of regionalism? How did the British perceive Bihar 

and what was the role of the government to the grO\.,th of 

regionalism? And finally why did the movement for separa

tion start? 

An attempt is made in the next chapters to discuss 

all these questions. The second chapter deals with the 

history of Pre-British Bihar and aspects of its polity and 

society so as to find the elements of a common regional 

identity that already existed and to bring into greater 

relief the impact of colonial rule, which is discussed subse

quently. 

The third chapter deals ,,ri th the gro\.,.th of English 

education and the emergence of an English educated class. 

The fourth chapter discusses the British perception of 

Bihar and the administrative steps taken by it, which 
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promete4 regienal consciousness. The role of the press and 

public platform in the construction and articulation of 

regional consciousness is discussed next. 

The fifth chapter deals with the movement fer the 

separation of Bihar. The different stages of the movement 

are ane the reasons behind the demand for separation tiscussef1. 

The last chapter woule summarise the discussion of the 

earlier chapters and would conclude the discussion. 

The dissertation is based on primary s•urces like 

Annual Reports on the Administration of Bengal, Report on 

Native Papers (Bengal), aifferent Gazetteers prepare4 by the 

British. ~A statistical Account of Bengal, Government 

Procee4inqs, Writings of the leaders of the separation 

movement, some 19th Century Hindi literary works and some 

secondary sources. The list of these sources is given in 

the bibliography. 

*** 
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PRE-BRITISH BIHAR, CD LONIALISM AND CHANGE 



C H A P T E R II 

PRE-BRITISH BIHAR, COLONlALlSM ~ CHAOOE 

Though ancient texts do not refer to a territorial 

unit called Bihar, the region n0\'1 knoHn as Bihar has played 

a very important role in the history of India. In the 

ancient period four important states flourished here. These 

were vaisali, Videha, Anga and Magadha. 1 Vaisali, initially 

a monarchy, emerged into a republic towards the end of the 

2 
eighth century B.C. and remained so far a very long time. 

r1agadha formed the nucleus of an empire and under the 

Hauryas its boundary covered a great portion of the Indian 

s~b-continent. Patna was the metropolis of large political 

units for centuries. The two great faiths of Buddhism and 

Jainism flourished here. "''l'hile the Buddha at.tained enligh

tenment at Bodh-Gaya, Vardhamana Mahavira had both his birth 

and Nirvana in this region. 

As this brief sketch makes clear, the region of 

Bihar, though not under the name of Biha~ had seen periods 

l. v.c.P. Chaudhary, op.cit.,preface P• 1. 

2. ~.,Preface. p.i 
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of political unity in the ancient periGd. 

The Appelletion 'Bihar• 

But the appellati~n Bihar was a new contrivance. 

The region got its present name around the beginning of 

the thirteenth century A.D. For the first time it is from 

the Tabaqat-i~asiri, a historical work written by Maulana 

Minhajuddin Abu - Umar-usrn&n in the second half of the thir-

teenth Century A.D. that one comes to learn that the wore 

3 'Bihar' was used tc denote the name of a place. Minhaj, 

while recoreing the origin of the name of Bihar as a territorial 

unit, says that Bakhtiyar Kh1lz1 attacked Hisar-1-Bihar 

(Bihar fort), captured it and pillagea it. 4 What Bakhtiyar 

had pillaged was not a fort actually but a fortified monastic 

e•ucational institution (Buddhist monastery), which was 

called as whera in local language.5 This was situate• near 

modern Bihar shari£. Bakhtiyar called the entire area around 

Bihar shari£ as Bihar.6 

Later, in the medieval period, the area of south Bihar 

was called by the name of Bihar. 

4· 
s. 
6. 

u. Thakur, 1 MBihar 1 A Geographical Introduction and 
A Historical Reviewlf' in Bihar Past and Present, K.P. 
Jayaswal Research Institute, Patna, 1987, p.S. 

Ibid,,p.S 

Ibid,,p. 5 -
Ibi •• , P• '5 
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It was in 1324 A.D. that present area of north Bihar 

was conquered by Ghiyasuddin Tughlaq. With this · north and 

south Bihar was politically and administratively unified. 

But the real basis for the formation of a separate province 

embracing most of the territories of modern Bihar was out-

lined by Sher Shah. He conquered Monghyr and Bhagalpur and 

thus extended the eastern boundary of Bihar to the Rajmahal 

hills.South Bihar and Tirhut were placed under a single 

government and Patna was made capital of this unified region 

in 1541 A.D. 7 The process was carried further when in 

1575 A.D. Bihar was constituted into a subah by Akbar. 8 

The Subah, according to the Ain-i-Akbari, was divided into 

seven sarkars. Later the number of sarkars went up to 

eight. The sarkar Bihar was the largest. It covered the 

greater part of the old districts of Patna, Gaya and northern 

parts of the old districts of Hazaribagh, Ranchi and 

9 
Pa1amau. The sarkar Monghyr covered Bhagalpur and parts of 

santhal Pargana. 

7. u. Thakur, Ibid.,pp. 7-8. 

a. Ibid.,pp. 7-a. 

DISS 
305.805412 

JSS9As 

IIi II ;J illllllillllll/11/lll/11/il 
Tl-13802 

9. 0. Ahmad : "Aspects of Historical Geography of Medieval 
Bihar" in s.E. Askari and o. Ahmad (Ed.) The Comprehensive 
History of Bihar, Vol. II, Part I, Patna, 1983, pp. 17-19. 
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The appellation Bihar had thus been crystallized by 

1575 A.D. and it came to denote the entire area which is 

now known as the state of Bihar. 

Bihar continued to remain an important subah of the 

Mughal Empire. It "'as in 1703 that Aurangazeb gave Bihar 

to Ajim-us-shan as an appendage to the governorship: of 

Bengal. 

The situation continued to remain the same under 

Bahadur Shah, When Azim-us-Shan held governorships- of 

Allahabad, Bengal, Bihar and Orissa. But at certain periods 

Bihar had independent governors~ Fakhr-ud-Daula, who governed. 

Bihar at least from 1727 to 1734,was the last independent 

governor of Bihar fo~ after him,the governorship of Bihar 

10 became an appendage of Bengal • 

But Bihar's distinct identity continued to exist as 

becomes evident from the fact that when in 1765 the J':viughal 

Emperor conferred Diwani of Bengal, Bihar and Orissa on the 

East India Company, three separate Farmans were issued for 

(Ea.) 
10. R.R. Diwakar/- op.cit. ,P• 502. 
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the three provinces. 11 

In later years too, the speical status of Bihar, 

was not lost sight of and special arrangements were made for 

12 the collection of revenue of that areao In 1817, the 

Board of Commissioners in Bihar and Benaras was established 

and was vested with all the authority which had been pre-

viously enjoyed by the Board of Revenue in Calcutta. 13 

It is clear that even under the British rule the special 

it 
position of Bihar was taken note of and/Was recognized that 

the affinity of Bihar was with the United Provinces: 4• 

Bihar,at that time,was governed by Governor-General from 

Calcutta, in the similar way,as other British areas in Upper 

India. However, with the separation of the Upper Provinces 

from the Lower Province in 1836 Bihar was tied up with Benga1. 15 

11. 

12. 

Ibid., op.cit.,p.63 

v.c.P. Chaudhary, op.cit., preface. p.ii. 

13. M. Narayan and s. Sinha, : "The Partition of Bengal or 
the separation of Bihar", Patna, 1906, Typescript. 
Pp. 64-6So 

14. Ibid.,pp.64-65. 

15. v.c.~. Chaudhary, op.cit.,preface, p. -ii. 
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The Objective of the above description was to make 
the 

three facts clear. Firstly, before~mposition of colonial 

rule Bihar had already had two hundred years• of continu-

ous political and administrative unity. Secondly, Bihar's 

separate identity was taken notice of even till the early 

years of the 19th century. Thirdly, Bihar could claim to 

have a fine and distinct historical tradition. 

In the rise of regional consciousness in Bihar all 

these factors were to play a role.While the establishment of 

political and administrative unity by the Mughals had ini-

tiated the process of integrating different linguistic groups 

in Bihar, the memory of a separate existence and a great 

past was to add poignancy and force to their quest for a 

separate identity. 

That the memories continued to exist in the minds of 

the people and had become an integral part of their social 

consciousness is attested by two gazetteers prepared by the 

British during the course of the l9cth century. 

'The East India Gazetteer• Vol. I, first published in 

1828, says 11 In a remote era of Hindoo history, as conveyed down 
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by their mythological legends Bahar (Bihar) appear to 

have been the seat of two independent sovereignties 11
•
16 

And again, "Buddhists and Jains both agree in placing 

within the limits of south Bihar and its immediate vicinity 

the locality of the death and apotheosis of the last Buddha 

as well as of the last Jinao 17 

'A Gazetteer of the Territories under the Government of 

East India Company• 18 first published in 1858, quotes 

V-7'ilfred 11It is universally acknowledged that the courts of 

the Kings of Magatha, now the province of Bihar, was one of 

the most brilliant that ever existed. JS 

It was not that people only remembered the ancient 

glory of Bihar. Even in 1877 one urdu paper 1 Qasid welcomed --
the publication of a Gazettee for 'soubah Bihar•, 19 even 

though the subah had long ceased to exist. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

wr. Hamilton, The East India Gazetteer{) Vol. I, 
First Published 1828, First Reprint, elhi, 1984, p.l06. 

l£!2.,pp. 108-9. 

E. Thornton sA Gazetteer of the Territories-under the 
Government of East India Company, 1858, Reprint, Delhi. 

1984, p. 84. 

Report on Native Papers (Bengal), 1877, No.3. 
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Bihar may have a great past but toe present looked 

gloomy. To understand some of the factors which lay behind 

this gloom, it is necessary to record the changes made in the 

system of administration by the British and their implica-

tions for the people of Bihar. This, in turn, makes it 

necessary to have a look at the Pre-British system of admi-

nistration. 

The provinces under the Mughals were divided into 

20 sarkars. uaCer Aurangzeb_ the number of sarkars in Bihar 

was eight.Fa~jdar was the administrative head of the sarkar, 

and exercised functions of modern District Magistrate, 

Superintendent of Police and Military Commandant. Amalguzar 

was the Chief Revenue Officer. 

In the next lower administrative unit,that of 

Pargana, Shiqdar was the representative of the Government 

and was in char.ge of police as well as of criminal justice. 

Civil justice was in the hands of Pargana Qazi and the 

revenue administration was overseen by the Amil. So far as 

20. Administrative Division of a territory during Mughal 
rule corresponding roughly to a division under British 
Rule. 
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judicial administration was concerned, in religious and 

social matters, Hindus and Muslims were governed by their 

own separate laws. In other cases, they alike were subj-

21 ected to the Islamic lawo 

Patna, the capital of Bihar, had its own provincial 

Qazi. A Qazi was posted at every major town and at the 

seat of the Sarkar. In every pargana headquarters there 

was a Qazi, who tried criminal suits according to Islamic law.
22 

An account of the working of the judiciary, as opera-

ting in Bhagalpur tO\IIards the end of the eighteenth century 

and immediately prior to the establishment of the Company's 

Courts• gives very useful information regarding the judicial 

23 
administration. 

Bhagalpur, which was a pargana in the Sarkar of 

Monghyr,had a Zila Qazi. 'lhe Zila Qazi, himself appointed by 

the provincial Qazi,, a·ad the power of appointing naib Qazis, 

who were appointed for different important places within the 

pargana. These, in turn, appointed their subordinate Qazis. 

21. R.R. Diwakar 'E~.) op.cit., p.~l2. 

22. Ibid. ,p. 512. 

23. Ibid., p. 512. 
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In Bhagalpur district, in all, there were eighteen Qazis 

conducting the judicial administration. 

Persian was recognized as the language of the Revenue 

department by Sher Shah and thus entered administration, 

where it held 24 sway for two hundred years. The fact of 

!ts being the language of the administration made its know-

ledge a must for those who wanted posts in the administra-

tion. Its study, therefore, was widely prevalent and Hindus 

too, participated in it. This becomes evident from Adam's 

report on the educational system of two Bihar districts. 

After the British took the decision to introduce English 

education in India, an inquiry into the existing state of 

affairs was ordered. William Adam conducted the survey in two 

Bihar districts. 
. 25 

These were Behar (Patna-Gaya) and Tirhut. 

Adam started survey in February 1837 and the report concerning 

Bihar ~··as submitted in 1838. 26 

In the field of higher education Persiarr schools heavily 

outnumbered Sanskrit schools.While there were 27 sanskrit 

24. 1£.!.2. ,p. 555. 

25. J .so Jha, : "Education in Bihar" in K .K. Datta ( ed.) 
The Comprehensive History of Bihar, Vol. III, Part II 
Patna, 1976, p. 363o 

26. Ibid,,p. 363. 
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schools with 437 students in South Bihar, in the district 

of Tirhut there ,,1ere 56 sanskrit schools with 244 students. 27 

But the corresponding number of Persian. schools in 

South Bihar was 279 with 1,424 students and in Tirhut 238 

with 569 students. 28 In these schools Hindu students were 

in a great majority. 

Adc'rn , t1::ri2uteo -the popule1rity of Persian schools 

to the fact that Persian had been the language of court and 

29 business till very recently. 

The changes made by the British in the administration 

and the abolition of Persian as the language of 2dministra-

tion and their effects dealt Bihar a severe blow. 

The British indulged in a number of administrative 

experirn0nts and gradually evolved a system with the district 

as its core. Lord Cormvallis brought the Civil Service into 

existence. Important changes were also made in the adminis-

tration of criminal justice. But changes made by Cormvallis 

27o ~.R. Diwakar (Ed.) ·op.cit., p. 714. 

28. Ibid., P• 715. 

29o J.s. Jha in K.K. Datta {ed.) op.cit.,p. 390. 
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were firmly grounded on the principle of divestincJ Indians 

of any real authority in all matters of administration.
30 

In 1793 it was officially laid down that all higher posts 

in administration ·worth more than £ 500 a year in salary 

31 were to be held by Englishmen and 'Indians were excluded 

from every office which the lowest Englishman could be 

prevailed to accept'. 

The above changesdid not apply to Bihar only and 

affected people of other parts of Bengal, too, of v-1hich 

Bihar had also become a part. But the evolving administra-

tive system also needed people to man subordinate posts and 

Indians could be appointed to these posts, as they were cheaply 

and readily available. 

Indians were,even before 1929, appointed as Munsifs 

but during the period 1829-1858 they were entrusted with a 

larger share in administrative work. An Act of 1843 provided 

for the appointment of uncovenanted deputy magistrates,the 

object being to recruit Indians and associate them with 

32 administration. 

30. R.c. :1ajumdar, H.c. Raychaudhuri a~d-K.;K-. Datta: 
An Advanced History of India, Madras, 1985, Reprint, 
p. 791. 

31. Bipan Chandra, Modern India, Delhi, 1971, pp. 108-9. 

32. R.R. Diwakar, op.cit., p. 624. 
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But in the meantime a decision was taken in 1835 which 

was to influence the future course of Indian history and of 

Bihar as well. The Government of Lord William Bentinck 

in that year (1835) decided that all funds appropriated for 

the purposes of education would be spent on English educa-

33 tion. The pressing need for clerks and public servants 

who could be appointed for small salaries actually motivated the 

government in taking this decision. As a consequence of thts 

decision other changesfollowed. 

34 Persian was abolished as the court language in 1837 

and the Government of Bengal decided to conduct its business 

35 either in English or in the local vernacular. In 1844, 

Lord Hardinge introduced the regulation that all public 

services were. to be filled by an open competitive examination 

held by the council of Education, preference being given to 

36 the kno,,!ledge of English. From 1859 a quarter of the posts of 

deputy magistrates and deputy collectors were reserved for 

33. R.R. Diwakar, op.cit., p. 717. 

34. Imterial Gazetteer of India Provincial Series (Bengal) 
Vo • I, l909, N. Delhi, Reprint 19e4, p. ~52. 

35. Anil Seal, op.cit.,Footnote. p. 302. 

36. R.c. Majumdar, H.C. Raychaudhuri, K.K. Datta, Q2.cit., 
P• 812. 
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those who knew English. 37 In 1863 it was ruled that half 

of the posts as rnunsifs, darogas and pleaders would be 

reserved for those who had passed the university entrance or 

higher examinations. 38 In 1864 the High Court ruled that 

all law examinations would henceforth be in English; in 

1866 it was laid down that only Bache loiS of Law would be 

eligible to become munsifs~ 9 Thus gradually English 

education was made the only passport to higher appointments 

available to the Indians. 40 

But while this process was going on, English education 

was making very slow progress in Bihar, as we shall see 

in the next chapter. But in Bengal proper it was making very 

spectacular progress. Bengal proper had come into very 

close contact with the British very early. The metropolis 

of Calcutta was not only the capital of British India but 

also the seat of educational experiments and English education 

in 
had taken roots there much earlier than~ihar. In 1857 ten 

Arts' colleges '~ere affiliated to the Calcutta Uni versi ty 41 

37. Anil Seal, op.cit., Footnote, p. 302. 

38. ~.,Footnotes. p. 302. 

39. Ibid., Footnotes, p. 302. -
40. R.C. Majumdar, H.C. Raychaudhuri, K.K. Datta, op.cit., 

P• 812. 
41. Imperial Gazetteer of India (Bengal) p. 156. Ho,.,.ever, 

the number also included Patna College which did not 
exist then. 
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and most of these were in Bengal proper. C~lleges were 

founded besides Calcutta at Hooghly in 1836, Krishnagar. 

(1845) and D•cca (1846). In 1870 tbere were eighteen 

colleges in the Lower Provinces. Calcutta had a heavy concen-

tration of colleges. Besides Presidency College, there 

were four aided missionary colleges in or around Calcutta 

and three unaided colleges besides st. Xaviers!2 Patn& 

College, then, was the only college in Bihar. 

This uneven development of English education meant 

that when the evolving administrative structure needed 

people trained in English Educational system, as they did as 

we have seen, people from those areas, where such people were 

available, were called up to fill public posts in those 

areas where they were not available.locally. In Bengal 

proper such people were available. But in Bihar, due to 

poor progress of English education, they were not available. 

Hence Bengalis came to Bihar in large numbers to man sub-

ordinate posts in the administration. Also, because of the 

42. General Report on Public Instruction in the L01.-.1er 
Provinces of Bengal for 1870-71, cited in AQil Seal, 
op. cit., Footnotes, p. 57. 
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fact that Bihar was a part of the Presidency of Bengal, 

it was easier for them to come to Bihar. When schools of 

western type were started they, too,needed teachers from 

Bengal. Along with these came the professionals and, in 

course of time, Bengalis came to form the biggest intellec

tual group in Bihar. 43 

The growing restrictions in the field of public service 

for the literate classes of Bihar, caused by the absence of 

English education in them, were bound to give rise to resent-

ment in them. This was because of the fact that in India 

'government had always been the larger employer, and service 

under it the main avenue of employment for the literate and 

44 professional classes in the country. This resentment of 

the Bihari literate class was directed against the advanced 

people of Bengal, as we shall see in the next chapters of 

our discussion. When Bihar began throwing up its own 

English educated class, the resentment grew even more as 

43o s. Gopal : "Social Changes in Bihar in the Second half 
of the 19th Century••, Man in India (47), 1967, p.83. 

44. Ani1 Seal : op.cito,PP• 115-16. 
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Bengalis were seen to harming the interests of Bihari 

educated people and~§ inevitably led to a clash of 

interests between them. 

This discussion makes clear that before the arrival 

of the British, Bihar already possessed the necessary 

elements of a regional identity. The people had shared a 

common historical tradition. Bihar, as a territorial 

and political unit, had been defined. At the level of 

educated elite they shared a common language - Persian, 

apart from sharing in the popular language Hindi or its 

dialects. But the colonial intrusion created a situation, 

where local interests started suffering. And this gave 

impetus to the gr~~th of regional consciousness and the process 

of region-in-the making. 

*** 
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EMERGENCE OF THE EDUCATED MIDDLE CLASS 



C H A P T E R III 

EMERGENCE OF THE EDUCATED MIDDLE CLASS 

A very significant factor, which contributed to the 

growth of regional consciousness in Bihar, was the growth 

of English education and the emergence of an educated middle 

class. In fact, the most important event in the social 

life of Bihar in the second half of the nineteenth century 

was the emergence of an English - educated middle class as 

1 a result of the opening of new schools and colleges. 

English Education before 1859 

The first beginnings, in English education were made in 

1835, the year in which the Government of Lord h'illiam 

Bentinck decided to introduce English education in India. 

According to William Adam, a school for English education 

had already been started at Purnea in 1835. 2 In the same 

year, Patna High School was also started. But the popular 

feeling was positively hostile to this school, due to 

many factors. These were rumours regarding the motives of 

1. s. Gopal, op.cit.,p. 81. 

2. R.R. Diwakar, {Ed.) o~.cit., p. 717 
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the government in establishing the school, the Resumption 

Proceeding which had impoverished many members of the old 

aristocratic families and the proselytizing activities of 

the Christian missionaries. 3 Two schoolsat Arrah and 

Chapra also failed to strike fiDa roots. In 1844, Patna 

4 High School was raised to the status of a Central College. 

But this did not imply the introduction of a full-fledged 

college, courses of study or college organization of the 

modern kind. The main idea underlying the establishment of 

the Central College was to centralize the education of Bihar 

with a view to provide efficient instruction by attracting 

meritorious students from all parts of the province by the 

5 award of scholarships. This experiment, too, failed. 

But in spite of these failures, by 1845, five English 

schools had come to be established. These were at Patna 

with {102) students, Muzaffarpur (21), Bhagalpur (193), 

Chaibasa (60) and Chota Nagpur (110) students. 6 

3. J .s. Jha, in K.K. Datta (Ed.) op.cit. p. 409. 

4. Ibid. P• 411. 
5. Ibid. p. 411 
6. J.c. Jha, uPolitical Consciousness in Bihar before the 

formation of Indian National Congress 11 in P .N. Ojha 
(Ed.), op.cit. p. 7 
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Till the middle of the nineteenth century English 

education made extremely slow and hesitant progress. In 

1955, a most restless feeling was apparent. Seeing the 

slow progress of English education in Bihar, the Inspector aE 

Education in Bihar, . R.B. 

Chapman tried to use authoritr. 7 He issued a circular to 

the effect that it was the order of the Sarkar that the 

children should be sent to government schools. The Biharis, 

who were already aggrieved at an earlier government notifica-

tion restricting official employment to the English -

educated,resorted to passive resistance. Chapman's office 

was designated as the • shaitani Daftar • (The Devil 1 s office) 

and people tabooed it. 8 

GrO\o~th of English High Schools 

In 1859, however, Zila Schools at Patna, Arrah, 

Chapra and Hill School at Bhagalpur were established. In 

1863"Deoghar, Motihari, Chaibasa and Hazaribagh got one 

7 • S.R. I-1ehrotra, s The Emergence of the Indian National 
Congress, Delhi, 1971, p.86. 

e. Ibia.,p. e6. 
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Zila school each. 9 

People gradually began to shed prejudices against 

Englisheducation. In 1862-63 the Inspector of schools noted 

with satisfaction that Bihar was showing signs of taking 

to English education as was indicated in the number of rise 

of students from 1085 in April 1862 to 1396 in 1863. He 

attributed it to the effect of the recent introduction 

of English in the Chief Appellate Court and the opening of 

the rail to the Chief City of Bihar in 1862 December. 10 There 

Has further progress in the field of education at the secon-

dary level. There was a growing conviction in the official 

circles that to promote education in Bihar it was necessary 

to link it up with jobs prospects. In 1869 the Lt.-Governor 

recorded a resolution ~hich enjoined strict .adherence to the 

rules circulated in 1865 for the selection of candidates for 

ministerial appointments. The local officials were urged to 

counteract as far as possible the local influence \-Jhich might 

the 
tend to exclusion of 8etter qualified and educated candidates 

9. s.N. Pandey : Education and Social Change in Bihar, 
(1900-1921)., varanasi, 1975, p.4. 

10. Report on Public In~truction (Bengal) 1862-63. 
Appendix A p- 194 quoted in J.s. Jha, K.K. Datta, Ed. 
op.cit., p. 424-25. 
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in favour of those who have connections in the officesT11 

Such steps helped in the growth of education. 

In 1871-72 Bihar had altogether 15 governrnent and aided 

higher schools with a total 2 1 363 students. 12 The proportion 

of the students to the total population was much lower than 

that of Bengal. 

The growth of higher schools can be seen from the fact 

tbat in 1906 Patna district alone had 13 high schools for 

boys with a total number of 2,192 students. 13 Muzaffarpur 

district had five schools at the time with more than twelve 

hundred students. 14 In Shahabad district there were six high 

schools in 1910-11 with 1,037 students. 15 Gaya district had 

16 four high schools in the first decade of the 20th century. 

Darbhanga district had six high schools. Chaibasa Zila School 

had 230 students in 1908:7 In 1908 1 the five high schools in 

Santhal Pargana had a total of 572 students. 18 

11 .. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

(E •• ) 
J .s. J't.a in K.K. Dattc:t, op. cit. 

1 
pp. 424-25. 

Calculuted from the Report on the Administration of 
Bengal for 1871-72. p. 212. 

s.N. l?andey 1 ~E· cit., p. 56. 

~.,p, 59 

Ibid., P• 58. 

~.,p. 61 

Ibid.,p. 62 

Ibid.,p. 63 -
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High school education, thus, made substantial progress 

since the 1870s and the number of those taking to it greatly 

increased. 

A very significant feature of the gr~1th was the 

participation of M'.lSlims in it. The proportion of Muslim 

pupils to the t-Uslins population was twice as large as that 

of Hindu pupils to Hindu population, in Enligh schools. 

The main reason for this imbalance was attributed to the fact 

that they were more addicted to letters and public service. 19 

High Education 

The first beginnings in the field of higher education 

were made Hith the establishment of Patna College, Patna in 

1863. 20 The college was started with five students. It 

received liberal donations from landed magnates of Bihar like 

the Maharajas of Darbhanga and Bettiah and Syed ~vilayat. Ali 

21 
of Patna. In 1864 a law class was also added and it got 

a degree college status in 1865-66 by providing instruction 

upto B.A. class. The college made slow progress. By 1871 
tEd.) 

19. J.s. Jha in K.K. Datta,/op. cit.,p. 426. 
20. J.s. Jha in K.K. Datta (Ed.) op.cit.,p. 415. 

21. Ibid.,pp. 415-16. 
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22 
the number of students had risen to 84. 

The slow progress made by Patna College led to an 

appraisal of its status. The Lt.-Governor considered "that 

the great Hindustani province of Bihar had a claim to have 

a full-fledged College, even though the number of undergra-

duates had hitherto been comparatively small. Still it appear-

ed that the majority of third and fourth year students were 

Bengalis and not Beharis. 1123 The Lt.-Governor wanted to 

reduce degree, class, if feasible and to devote all savings 

to the establishment of a strong physical science and agri-

cultural college with civil service classes in the province 

of Bihar. Inquirires were made from educated natives and 

interested person of Bihar. The Lt.-Governor in a meeting 

'd th prominent people of Bihar at the Patna College announced 

that since they were nearly unanimous in prefering to retain 

third and fourth year "Arts 11 classes he would yield to their 

wishes." 24 

22. Report on the Administration of Bengal, 1870-71. 

23. Report on the Administration of Bengal, 1871-72. p. 226. 

24. Ibid. p. 226. 
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The number of students in the college mainly depended 

on the results of the entrance examination. From 1873 the 

proportion of Bihari students in the college show.ed an 

increase. 25 ~fuile there were 84 students in 1871 26 the number 

rose to 107 in 1877. 27 

In 1879 the Director of Public Instruction noted with 

satisfaction that the proportion of Bihari students was 

increasing with every year and whereas the schools of Patna 

and of Bhagalpur division contributed 34 students to the first 

year class, the schools of lower Bengal contributed 5 only. 28 

The second college that was established in Bihar was 

the Tej Narayan Jubilee College (T.N.J. College) at Bhagalpur. 

It was established in 1887 and was affiliated as a second 

grade college. In 1890 it was made a first grade college. 29 

It was at Patna that the third college in Bihar was 

started. This was Bihar National College and it was establish-

ed in 1889. 30 In 1892, it became a first grade College. 

25. J.s. Jha in K.K. Datta {Ed.), op.cit •• pp. 415-16 

26. Report on the Administration of Bengal, 1872-73, p.435. 

27. Repcrt on the Administration of Bengal, 1876-77, p.351. 

28. J.s. Jha in K.K. Datta (Ed.) op.cit.,pp. 415-16. 

29. S.N. Pandey, op.cit.,p. 6. 

30. Ibid,,p. 6. 
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In 1898 a college was established at Honghyr. The 

name of the college was the Diamond Jubilee College. 31 

Till 1899 there was no college in North Bihar. The 

students who '.:!ished to join a college were compelled to go 

either to Patna, to-ahagalpur or to Calcutta. To meet the 

educational needs of people of North Bihar, the Bhumihar 

Brahman Sabha decided to establish a college at .t--1uzaffarpur. 

The College named the Bhumihar Brahman College was established 

in 1899.
32 

The Dublin University Mission established a College 

33 
at Hazaribagh in 1899. This was st. Columba's College. 

Thus, at the end of the century, there Here six colleges 

in Bihar. Out of these, only the Patna College was a government 

college. The college at Hazaribagh was run by the missionaries. 

The rest of the colleges were established by private efforts 

of the people. 

In 1896, the total number of students studying in the 

three Colleges, Nhich existed then ,,,:as 452. The nurrher went 

31. Ibid., p. 6 

32. Ibid., P• 7 

33. Ibid.,p. 7 
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up to 538 in 1897. In 1900 (by which year all the six 

colleges had come into existence) the number of students had 

34 gone up to 800. B.N. College, Patna had the largest number 

of students which was 263. The Patna College with 205 

35 students came next. 

The number of students, however, fell in the early years 

of the tWentieth century because of the outbreak of plague. 

But by 1910 the situation improved. In that year, the total 

36 number of students in these colleges was 948. 

Thus there was growth of education at the secondary 

3nd college levels, although the rate of growth was slow. But 

inspite of the slow rate, there was a definite increase in 

the number of English-educated people. 

The advantages of the new education were not reaped 

by all sections or castes evenly. 

The Muslims as a group, were more responsive to English 

education. They made voluntary efforts to popularize it. 

A prominent Hindi paper of Bihar noted in 1880 that every 

34. Ibid • ., PP• 24~25. - .. 
35. Ibid., P• 24. 

36. Ibid.,p. 83 8 
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sunday some Muslims gathered in the house of Shah Hi fazat 

37 Hussain and read excerpts from English books. The Muslims 

also opened a Mohemmadan Anglo-Arabic School at Patna to 

38 popularise English education among them. 

Their eagerness for new education was also evident from 

their number in professional institutions. In the Temple 

Medical School, Patna there were in 1876-77, 141 l"luslirn 

students as against 51 Hindu students, 39 while in the Patna 

survey School there were 22 Muslims as against 23 Hindus. 40 

This relatively advanced attitude of the Huslims had 

historical and sociological reasons. As one Report on the 

Administration of Bengal · : noted "The number of Mohamedans 

in Bihar is comparatively small, and they mostly belong to 

the upper orders living in towns such as Patna, Barh and 

Bihar. 41 

They were closely associated with the Pre-British admi-

nistrative system and even despite their gradual elimination 

from public services continued to maintain a sizeable presence 

37. s. Gopal : Patna in the 19th Centur:~> Calcutta, 1982, p.25 

38. Ibida 1 Po 25. 

39. Re~rt on the Administration of Bengal, 1876-77, p.355. 

40. Ibid.,p. 359. 

41. Report on the Administration of Bengal, 1872-73. p. 103 
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in it. The Lt.-Governor of Bengal, George Campbell ( 1871-74), 

observed that although in Bihar the Muslims were quite in a 

minority they had a full share of government service and the 

competition they had to fear was from the Bengalis who 

42 came and got many good things. 

They also showed greater propensity for going abroad, 

as they did not face any religious taboos. Syed Abdulla, a 

school teacher and later a Deputy Inspector of Schools at 

Huzaffarpur, taught oriental languages in the London University 

for some time. Maulvi Abdul Hasan Khan was called to the 

bar in u.Ke around 1880, returned and set up practice at 

43 Patna. 

Among Bihari Hindus, the lead in English education was 

taken by the Kayasthas, who were traditionally associated with 

administration and did not depend entirely on land for their 

livelihood. The Bhumihars and Rajputs who formed the bulk 

of the landed aristocracy followed suit. 44 

Law was a very popular professional course. The attrac-

tion for law was due to many factors. 
r 

42. A.P. Jha, "Political History of Bihar ( 1859-1912) in 
K.K. Datta (Ed.) : The Co~rehensive History of Bihar, 
Vol. III, Part I, Patna, 1976, p. 20~. 

43o JoC. Jha in P.N. Ojha (Ed.) : op.cito,Po 10. 

44. s.N. Pandey, op.cit.,pG 15o 
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First, among Hindus, the dogmas of caste enjoined a 

strong code of purity and pollution and therefore, any tech-

nical education was taboo, because it involvec manual work. 

Also the profession in no way meant coming into touch with 

undesirable elements. 

Also, Bihar had a predominantly agrarian society. The 

agrarian structure was highly complex giving rise to conflict-

ing claims, which could only be resolved in a court of law. 

Thus there was a great demand for the service of the lawyers 

45 and they received fabulous fees. 

In Bihar, Law classes were attached to some of the 

first grade Arts College, as there was no separate institu-

tion for teaching Law. These classes were attached to the 

Patna College, T.N.J. College, Bhagalpur and B.N. College, 

Patna. In the beginning of this century the average number 

of law students in Patna College was 25, while in T.N.J. 

College, it was 40. The B.N. College, Patna had 113 

46 students. 

By the end of the 19th century an educated middle class 

emerged in Bihar~7 This class became the most vocal section 

of the society. A look at its composition shows that 

4~5. s. Gopal : "Socio-cultural contours of Patna at the turn 
of the present Century" in Q. Ahmad (Ed.) Patna Through 
The Ages, Delhi, 1988, PP• 127-29. 

46. 

47. 

S .N. Pandey, op. cit._, P• 3 3 

All the important public leaders of Bihar in the lat~ 
19th Century and early 20th Century like s. Sinha, Bishe
shwar Singh Mahesh Narayan, Parmeshwar Lal and All Imam 
had received school education in the schools of Bihar. 
However, some of them received college education outside Bihar. 
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it predominantly consisted of upper caste and upper class 

people. 

The group of people which had thus emerged was not 

of 
satisfied with reservationfodnor posts for the Biharis. They 

wanted a respectable share in the Provincial Executive and 

Judicial serviceo Going further they demanded representation 

in Provincial Legislative Council and senate of Calcutta 

University. They also wanted a seat on the bench of the 

Calcutta High Court. 48 

The emergence of this class of English-educated people 

led to an inevitable clash of interests with the Bengalis, 

who had come to occupy important posts in Bihar. This served 

to create an anti-Bengali sub-nationalism, creating an 

49 unprecedented unity among the non-Bengali population. 

These people also very keEnly felt the. fact that Bihar 

did not have a political identity of its 50 own. They became 

firmly convinced that Bihar would not progress unless it was 

separated from Bengal and given a political identity of its own. 

The result was the launching of the movement for the 

separation of Bihar from Bengal in 1894. 

48. A.P. Jha in K.K. Datta (Ed.) op. cit., p. 226. 

49. J.c. Jha in P.N. Ojha (Ed.), op.cit •• p.1o. 

so. See s. Sinha, Some Eminent Behar Contemporaries, Patna, 
1944, Introduction, pp. ii-ili. 
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CHAPTER IV 

PmCEPTIONS OF RB::;IONAL IDENTITY 

The last three decades of the nineteenth century were 

marked by a tretMndous growth of political consciou.sness, which 

was articulated lar9ely in regional terms. A nunber of uso

ciatio~were launched. all with the intention to do somethiDQ 

good for the people of Bihar and in the nama of Bihar. The 

large nUIIIber of papers. wh4.eh came into exiatence, ventilated 

the grievaneu of the local people. pointed out the incongruity 

of the union of Beno-al and Bihar and harmful effects on the 

people of Bihar resulting from this union. 

This assertion of Bihar'• identity and attempts to take 

care of ita intereata, all manifestations of regional conscioua

ness. served to accelerate the process of region-in-the-making 

which, in turn. created the momentum for the growth of region

alism in Bihar. The demam of • Bihar for Biharia • , made throuqh 

the columns of a paper in 1'876 and which took the shape of 

a movement, znarked in a way the climax of the growth of 

political and reQional consciousness in Bihar. 
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Although rec;l.ona, like nations, are not fixed entities. 

Yet it cannot be denied that Bihar had possessed elements of 

a regional identity in the Pre-British period., u we have 

seen earlier. Yet the colonial rule,through variou. measures, 

greatly reinforced that identity. 

The Britieh Perception of • Bihar'. 

The speei~l attention of the British rulers towards 

the problems of Bihar and its di•tinctiveness from Bengal 

was most evident in the 1870s as we shall soon see, but 

it was the culmin~tion of the process of the • discovery• of 

Bihar, which had begun much earlier. 

'The East India G~2etteer•• (1828) prepared by Hamilton, 

referred to Bihar as being a larqe province situated between 

22° and 2,0 of north lat1tude, 1 it clearly included Palamu, 

Ra~arh and Chota Nagpur in Bihar. 2 and referred t.o the 

existence of mythological legends regarding the .antiquity 

of the region. 3 

'A Ga:~:etteer cf the Territories under the Government 

of East India Company' ( 1858), prepared by Thornton, knev 

1. w. H~lton, The East India Gazetteer, op.cit.,p. 102. 

2. Ibid., PP• 102-3. -
3. Ibid,, P• 106. 
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that Bihar waa a great subah of the Mughal Empire, referred 

about the great hiatory of Maqadha, 4 which was identical 

with Bihar. 5 

The process went on and by 1870s Bihar and Biharie were 

being pexceive• aa being different from Beng&l and Bengalia,ane 

u being more akin te the people of North Western Provincu 

and Oudh (A•adh) .quccesaive official report• emphasised this. 

At one place, while describing the varieties of popula-

tion in the province of Bengal four dietinct oroupa or races 

were reooqnized,where Bengalia were described aa unwarlike 

and phyeically a feeble race, the Hindustani r~ces it was 

said, "who inhabit Bihar and a portion of adjacent plateaus 

resemble .. the people of Oudh and North western Provinces in 

many respecta, many of them are physically fine men of the 

Aryan type, they ue not unwarlike•. 6 

Another report atressed the point. It said "The people 

of Bihar are Hindoost~• apeakiDCJ the aUle language and 

in their mannera .-•. - identical with the forty or fifty milliona 

•• 
s. 

E. Thornton, A Gazetteer of the TerritC)riq Under the 
Government of last India ComP!9Yc op.clt.,pp. 83-e4. 

Ibida, PP• 83-84. 

Report on the A~niatration of Bengal, 1870-71. p.to. 
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of Hindaostaneev ·Who inhabit North Western Provinces, 

Oudh.. Raj pootana Besides Bihar proper a good many are 

resi4ent in the Santhal Parganu. Throughout the largest 

diatricta of Chota Nagpur they are numerous, and their 

language, manners and customs are toose that prevail there, 

u the aborigines suecunb to external influences. • 7 

The British also had some ideas regarding the composition 

of Bihar society and its historical evolution. The Muslims 

were aeen as mostly belonging to the upper orders and being 

small in number, while the great mass of the people and the 

cultivating classes were Hindus. 8 The fabric of Hinduism 

was probably too firm to be shaken by the Muslim invasion 

and conver~ions had comparatively little success. But in 

Bengal, the Muslim invasion probably found Hinduism resting 

on weak and uncertain foundations, with feeble hold over the 

min&~ and affections of the people and hence conversions had 

qreater succesa. 9 The Lt.- Governor George Campbell ( 1871-74) 

observed 11Bihar is a country very different from Bengal and 

7. Report on the Administration of B!D9al, 1872-73, p.102. 

a. Ibid&•P• 103. 

9. Ibid,,pp. 103-4. 
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inh&bi ted by a people extremely different. I think in 

Bihar also there should be a special administration•. 10 

It wu also under his adminiatr•tion that there wu a proposal 

from the Government of Bengal to the Government of India to 
a 

start the publication of~overnment Gazettee in Hindi and 

Hindustani for the province of Bihar and Chota Nagpur, 11 as 

the Lt.-Governor desired that the great province of Bihar 

12 •hould have an official or9an. The twenty million people 

of Patna. Bhagalpur end Chota Nagpur were seen to be Hindi 

spealcing. 13 

An earlier report had also testified to the wide 

prevalence of Hindi or Hindustani which was seen as the mother 

tofl9Ue of 18 million people in Bihar and also that it was 

spoken and under•tood by two millions of aboriginal races 

who inhabited the high lands of Chota Nagpur. 14 

The stage was thus set for the official introduction 

of Hindi in Bihar, which t~gether with the reservation of jobs 

for the Biharis helped the process of region-in- the making 

10. India, ljome (Public) A Proceedings, April 1873, Nos. 205-ofJ. 

11. India, Home (Public) A Proceedings, July, 1873, Nos. 241-45. 

12. 

13. 

Resolution of statistical Department dated 13th June, 1873 
in Ibid., 

Ibid. _, 
Report on the Administration of Bengal 1871-72. 
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in Bihar and in the growth of regional feeling but they 

were also official responses to the growth of regional feeling. 

Introduction of Hindi in Bihar 

In the post-1857 period the British rulers started 

givinQ emphasis on vernacular education as they had come tc 

realize the need of educating the masses so as to establish 

proper communication with them. In Bihar Urdu written in 

Pereian character was chosen the vernacular to be tanght 

to the people. 15 But this proved to be a major cause for 

the unpopularity of these school$ among Bihari Hindus. The 

non-teaching of Hindi as the medium of instruction in Schools 

and non-requirement of the language in the conduct of business 

in public officee greatly contributed to the educational back

wardnesa of Bihar. 16 

In 1862 itself the Commissioner of Chotanagpur E.T. 

Dalton proposed that in the di8trict of Lohardagga (which 

covere the present Ranch! and F&liuru districts) and Hazarib&qh 

15. A.P. Jha in K.K. Datta (Ed) op.cit.,pp. 208-Q9. 

16. Ibid.,p. 209. 
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Hindi written in Devnagri or l<aithi script schould be 

substituted for Urdu as the native l&nqua ge of the courts. 

The government of Bengal ·approved the proposal and declared 

under the terms of the code of criminal procedure that Hindi 

was the lan9ua9e in ordinary use in these districts. It 

further made it obligatory for all ministerial officer• in 

these districts to t:; make themselves acquainted with the 

K aithi char&cter. 17 Thus Hindi was introduced in Chota Nagpur. 

The process of introduction of Hindi in Bihar was 

carried further by Georqe Campbell. In a tour of • Bihar. • 18 

he discovered that Persi~,although abolished as the official 

limquage,continued to be in use in the form of PereiuU.zed 

urdu both in public officee and the schools. He decided to 

this 
end . _ situation and orders for the introduction of Hindi 

u the me4lium of instruction were issued. For certain purposes 

it was also introduced as the language of the court•. 19 

Thia deci•ion of the government wu opposed by the 

Muslims and l<ayuthu, but supporter• of Hindi in a • Memorial 

from the people of Bihar' in 1875 prayed that Hindi in oev-

naqri script should be exclusively used throughout Patna 

17. Ibid., P• 209. 

18. Bihar in official circle meMt Patna and Bhagalpur 
divi•ions. See Repgrt on the Administration of Bengal, 
1872-73, p.9o. 

19. . A.F. Jha in J<.J<. Datta (Ed.) op.citt-,PP• 211-12. 
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division and Hindi-speaking districts of Bhagalpur division. 20 

The language controyery,however,continued but froro 1881 Hindi 

was to be exclusively uae4 in Patna division and Hindi speak

ing districts of Bhagalpur division. 21 

Bihar thus received official reoognitien for Hindi 

22 before any other province. 

The linguiatic assimilation of Bihar by Hindi had 

started long before the advent of British rule and had been 

carried by the traders and the army~3 The r~ion produced 

a nwmer of famous poets and wri tera who wrote in Hindi. 

Vidyapat1 (15th century) 24 was a notable example. Every 

sub-linguistic; region of Bihar continued to produce Hindi 

writers and poets in the second half of the 19th century. 

But in spite of these evidences and official assessment 

regarding the popularity of Hindi, it cannot be denied that 

the decisions taken by the government accelerated the process 

of linguistic usimilation of Bihar by Hindi and helped in 

integrating varieus sub-regions together. 

20. 

21. 

22. 

24. 

Ibidr,P• 214. 

Ibid~,PP• 214-17. 
(Ed.) 

R.R. Diwakar, op.cit,,p. 745. 

Shaibal Gupta ' •Non-Devel()pment cf Bihu a A Case of 
Retarded Sub-Nationalism•, Ee&no~c and Political Weekly, 
Vol. 16, No. 3(~d~ptember l9Sl, p. l497. 

R.R. Diwakar, op.cit. ,p. 549, also see Acharya Ramchandra 
Shukla ' Hindi Sahitya ka Itihaa, K~shi, Samvat, 2038, p. 41. 
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Re•ervation of Jobs for Biharis 

The second decision taken by the government,namely, 

reservation of jobs for Bihar!• in Bihar waa yet another 

admi•sion on the part of the government of Bihar•a di•tinct 

interests and identity. 

We have already referred to the problem of regional. im-

balance in the employment situation created by the uneven 

development of English education and hew Bihar suffered as a 

consequence in earlier chapters. 

The Lt.-GovernGr of Bengal George C&mpbell wa.a to put 

the problem very succinctly. Observing &bout the Muslims in 

Bihar, he said 'the competition they have to fear is rather 

that of the edue&ted Bengali•, who oeme and get many good thinqa. 

It i• hardly possible thet it should be otherwi•e, while 

Bihar is attached to Bengal, and the administration is conducted 

by Bengal Officers under a •ystem under which English-educated 

and English-speaking natives have a very great advantage. 25 

25. Bengal General (Education) A Prog. August, 1872, Nos. 71-98. 
Cited in A.P. Jha in K.K. Datta (Ed.) op.cit.,p. 205. 
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The Commissioner of Patna division in the annual report on 

Education in Patna division for 1870-71 observed that Bihaxi 

boys were not showing sufficient enthusiasm for higher education 

because they were a excluded from public services in their own 

province by the Bengalis. He pointed out that in all district 

offices it had become a practice to appoint Bengalis as much 

as possible. A similar partiality was said to be shown in 
and 26 the appointment of judges f. deputy magistrates. He, there-

fore suggested the reservation of some appointments in the 

subordinate judicial and executive service for the people of 

Bihar. Even if this step meant a sacrifice of administrative 
to 

efficiency, he was prepa~ed I tolerate it for the sake of 

political expediency. 

The Government of Bengal passed orders by which it W&l 

made obligatory to give a certain number of probationary appoint-

menta to ministerial posts, as they fell vacant. in the 

di•triets of Patna division, to persons, who had received a 

good education in the government institution5 or other schools 

in Bihar. 27 Except as English clerks no Bengali was to be 

appointed in any office under the commissioner without his 

26. 

27. 

A.P. Jba, in K.K. Datta (Ed.) £l2• cit., p. 220 

Ibid., P• 221. -
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special permission. As far the appointment in the subordinate 

executive servic.e the claims of natives of Bihar were to be 

favourably considered and in their case the standard of quali

fication in Bnqliah was to be rel~xed. 28 

With the growth in the number of English-educated people 

the clamour for suCh reservation went up and newspapers took 

the demand•Bihar for Biharts• while pleading the case for larger 

employment of Biharis. 

Ashley Eden ( 1877-82), the Lt.-Governor of Bengal, 

after a tour of Bihar districts in 1880 ~ur1nq which he was 

J'equuted by the Biharl1'i intellJ.9ents1a to reserve public 

employment in Bihar to the Biharis, ordered that the order 

of 1871 regarding the employment of Biharis in Bihar should 

be strictly observed in all government and semi-government 

29 
offices. 

The circular issued by Eden to the Commissioner of Patna 

on the subject of employment wu condemned by the BellQal.i 

press on the ground that it was not only injurious te the 

interest• of the Benq~lis but also tended to create ill-feelinq 

28. A.P. Jha in K.K. Datta (Ed.) op.cit., p. 221. 

29. Bengal Appointment A. Prog. January, 1881 Nos. 21-22 
cited in A.P. Jha in K.K. Datta (Ed.) op,cit. ,p.224. 
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between two important sections of the Indian community. 30 

The ordera were later modified upon protest of dcmiciled 

Bengalis, an<S descendants of permanently domieiled Bengalis 

were to be treated u native of Bihar. 31 

When Hindi-speaking residents of Bha.galpur division 10de 

a request to exclude Bengalis from appointments in the Bhagu-

pur division and Bengalis protested against thia,orders were 

issued to the effect that so far ~s the question of employment 

of Biharis was concerned.,.Mon9hyr and Bh89alpur were to be con-

sidered as included in Bihar and preference was to be given te 

the duly qualified Biharis, domiciled Bengalis considered Biharia 

for this purpose. 

While these two steps,apart from the existin9 adminis-

33 trative arrangements and improvement in the means of comnunica-· 

30. 

31. 

Report on th~ vernaeular News~per in Bengal for 1891 
Home (Pub.) ~3 June 1882. No. 159. 

A.P. Jha in K.K. Datta (Ed.) op,cit,,p. 225. 

32. A.P. Jha in K.K. Datta (Ed.) op,cit.,p. 225. 

33. rhe present day Bihar was then divided into three divisions 
Patna division cont&!nea Tirhut too. see Report on the ' 
Administration of Bengal 1872-73 p. 91. This meant that 
this division had Magahi Bhojpuri and Maithili-speaking 
areaa under it,. ~tll these ~. ar~ ·: related to Hindi. 
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tion34• did contribute immensely to the growth of a conscious-

ne•s in the minds of people of Bihar of having a common regional 

identity and common :·...-,c-:..onal interest• but these were also part-

ly responsea te t.~1.~ ;J:to\vth of political consciousness u mani-

fested by the .lef.!nching of public associations and press which 

all empl{u5.1!!!:d the distinctive identity of Bihar and struggled 

to s.o'h~, its problems in various ways. 

Role of Public Associations 

The first such association was the Bihar Slcientifie 

Society. It was founded in 1868 and was initially known as 

British Indian Association. 35 
The chief promoter "'as Syed 

Imdad Ali, &. subordinate ju&Je at Muzaffarpur. 36 In 1872 it was 

34. In 1874- 53 miles of railway lines were laid from Champa 
Ghat te Darbhanga in 53 days. In 1875 extensien from 
Samaatipur to Muzaffarpur was sanctioned by the Government. 
By 1881 Tirhut state Railway and Patna Gaya state Railway 
were open for traffic. see c.x. Buckland Bengal Under 
the Lieutenant Gcnern..ors_1 New Delhi, 1976, Vol. 11, 
pp. 594-6o4. also Po '61. 

A 
35. w.w. Hunter a/statistical Account cf Bengal (henceforth 

SAB) in 20 Vols. London. 1877, Reprint, Vol. XII, p. 164 
Delhi, 1976. 

36. A.P. Jha. in K.K. Datta (Ed.) op,cit, , pp. 228-29. 
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reconst1tute41 u Bihar scientific ~oclety. The aim became to 

spreafl the western science through the metilium of the vernacular 

anfl witb th!a view tc translate scientific beok8 from Engliah 

into the vernacular of the pr•vince. 37 A branch was cpeneCI 

at Patna in 1873 ana &DGther at Gaya. The society in 1871 ha• 

511 membera. 38 

Although roost of the members of the society were 

Muslims, · yet some leading North Bihar zamindars gave it financial 

support. 39 

The society also published a bi-monthly journal Akhbar-

ul-Alchiyar. 

PrQm the very beQinning the menbers of the society 

showed a tendency to assert their own interests. When in 1870 

the Government of India atated while announcing the new educa-

tional policy, that the government intended to educate natives 

through their own vemacu1aJ;, in a meeting the society thanked the 

gevenunent for its vemacular pel icy while the BenQalis saw it 

37. 

38. 

39. 

Report on the Administration of Bengali 1875-76 
Return of the scientific and Literary Societies in Benqa1 
P• Cl.XXIX. 

~ op.cit~, Vol. XII, ~· 164 

A.F. Jha in K.K. Datta (Ea.) op.cit., pp. 228-29. 
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•• calculate• to withdraw assist~ce from higher English 

education. 40 

Bihar Literary ~iety was formed in 1873 at Patna. 

Its object was to acquire useful knowledqe and practical 

acience. The Bihar Association was established at Patna in 

1871. Its object wu the literary, scientific, soci~l and 

moral improvement of the inhabitants of Bihar. 41 The Bihar 

Uplca~ Sabha waa establiahecl in 1876 and ita object wu the 

general improvement of Bihar by establishin9 schools and va~ieua 

other charitable purposes. 42 In 1879, Bihar People's Associa-

tion was formed at Patna for the progress and general impreve

ment of the people of Bihar. 43 It intended to take up all such 

worka wh1eh in ita opinieD augured well fer the good of the 

common people:. 

The firat overtly political usociatioa w u the Bihar: 

Landholders• Aasociation. It wu launched into existence at 

the famous sonepur fair in 1878 •. 
44

• Most of the leading zamindare 

of Bihar 111ce the Maharaju of DarbhanQa, Bettiah, Hathwa and 

40. A.P. Jha in K.K. Datta (E•), op.cit •• p. 229. 

4lo ReP9rt on the Administration of Bengal, 1875-76 
Return of the Scientific and Literary Societies in Bengal, 
P• ClXXIX. 

42. ~•,P• ClXXIX 
43 • Ibid. , p. clXXIX 

44. Speeches of the Hon'ble Sir Rameshwar Sing"Q n.d. p-9. 
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Patna wu greatly instrumental in brin<Jing it into existence. 

This sub-national organizati&n tried to remove the back 

46 wariness of Bihar. 

Most ef these erqanizations worked from Patna. The 

main reason~ that the urban development of the city of Patna 

in the •econd half of the nineteenth century 1e• to the concen-

tration of an ~rlucated" elite there. 47 What was corr100n in 

them W&8 desire1 to work for the improvement of 'Bihar•. 

Role of the Pre~s 

But the real articulation of regional con!lciousne88 came 

from the fourth estate. 

In Bihar the first plana for the publication of a paper 

were made in the 1850s.Villiam Taylor, the Commdssioner of Patna, 

division, had a plan for the education of Bihar which also 

included the organizations of a vernacular paper for diasemtnation 

of useful knowledge and rectification of all misconceptions con

for publicatien 
cerning local government. He made arr&ngements{of ~ Urdu Heekly 

45. A.P. Jha in K.K. Datta (Ed.) op.cit., p. 242. 

46. J.c. Jha in P,.N. 0jha (Ed.) oE.cit.,p. 19. 

47. Ibid., P• 11. 
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Akbbar-1eBiha.r But it had very short career and ended after 

Tayler left Patna in 1857~~8 

The decades of 1870s and 1880s were extremely fruitful 

in this matter. The encouragement given by Georqe Cam!X>ell 1 

the Ltr Governor ef Benc;,al ( 1871-7 4) to social and educational 

activities in Bihar! produced its effie cts in this field also. 

The pr~motion of Hindi led to the publication of first 

Hindi newspaper in Bihar* the Bihar-Bandhu in 1872. 49 The 

policy of this paper was to propagate the cause of Hindi with 

a view to securing its adoption as the real official language. 

This newepaper represented the views of the lower middle clus 

of the Hindu population. 50 This weekly paper had a circulation 

of 509 copies. 51 Motichoor, a monthly ~per also had come into 

existence by 1876. In its publication help was rendered by 

people of Oarbhanga and Purnea. This Hindi journal wu edited 

by Munshi Hasan Alt.52 Kshatriya Patrika a monthly paper 

48. Nand Kumar a Jcurnalism in Bihar, A supplement to Bihar 
State Gazetteer, Patna* 1971, pp. 49-50. 

49. R • .R. Diwakar (Ed. a ) op.clt., p. 745 

so. A.P. Jha in K.K. Datta (E •• ) OE.cit, ,P• 232 
Sl. Report on Native Papers (Bengal) (Henceforth RNPB) 

1878, No. 29. 
52. Motidhoor 15th June issue, 1876. 
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with a circulatiGD of 400 copies was alae publishee !rom 

Patn~. 53 Hindi Samachar, a weekly from Bhagalpur had a circula

tion of 700 copies. 54 .rrorn Bettiah Ch!J!!P!F&n Ht,tku·i was 

start". 55 

There was a vigorous growth of Urdu journ~l• whiCh 

was to a great extent the l&nguage of the two most advanced 

people - the Muslims and the Kayuthas. Apart from the 

paper of the Bihar Scientific Society Ak:hbar-ul--AkhiyUL 

there was a c:ha:sm~1-:llm. This was pUblished from Patna. 

In Patna district Aries. Behar, Nasim Sahar and Behar Punch 

were also published.56 A monthly journal Guldasta-e-Nazzair 

published from G aya had a Hindu Babu Umesh Chandra sarkar as 

its editor. 57 Simdlarly Merat-e-Hind published from MonQhyr 

had a Hindu editor. Munshi Ram Prasad Walit ~8 From Monghyr 

53. 

54. 

ss. 
56. 

57. 

sa. 

RNPB, 1884- No. 19. -
~--
~~ 1884, No. 26. 
Report on the Administration of Be~al, 1877-78 
Annual Return of Presses Worked anNewspaper published. 

N. Kumar, op.cit.,pp. 77-79. 

Ibid., PP• 77-78. 
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itself a very important Urdu weekly, Murg,h-1-Suliman was 

started in 1874-75, ceased publication for sometime and 

reappeared for a few montha in 1875-76.59 ADether very 

important Urdu Weekly Qasia also made its appearance from 

Patna. 60 A satirical paper ll Punch was launched in 1885.61 

In 1872, the first English paper of Bihar, the Bih~r 

Herald was started by Guru Prasad sen, a leading lawyer of 

Patn~. The editor was Babu Govind Charan. 62 

The most important English paper the Bihar Times waa 

started in 1894- by Sachchid~nand Sinha and Babu Mahesh 

Naryan63 with the declared objective of furthering the cause of 

the children of the soil. 

The issues taken up by these papers give an insiqht 

into the minds of that period as no other source c.n possibly 

give. 

The Murgh-i-s uliman (Soleman' s bird} 1 a weekly paper 

published from Monghyr 1 was the first paper to espouse the 

cause of Biharis, and in the process gave birth to the 'Bihar 

for Biharia' slog~. 

59. Report on the Administration of BengalL 1875-76, P• 432. 

60. RNPB 1876 No, 47, 

61. J.c. Jha in P.~. Ojha (Ed.) op,cit.,p. 14. 

62. N. Kumar, op,cit.,pp. 50-Slo 
63. s. Sinha : some Eminent Behar Contemporaries, Patnil, 1944, 

P• XI. 
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In its issue of 7th Febru~ 1876, it impressed on the 

GovernAnt the necessity of employing in Bihar educated ~n of 

that province instead of Bengalis, more so in the Education 

Department, where Benq~li explanation given by masters were 

as unintelligible and difficult as English, especially to 

64 
the younqer pupils. 

The Biha~ Sandhu in its issue of 5th April 1876 accused 

the Bengali Vakeela, who for the sake of fee beca~ enemies ~f 

Nagri. 65 

The Qasid (Messenger) dated 22nd January 1877 W&S the 

to point out 
first papertthe inconqruity of the union of Ben9al and Bihar and 

evils arising out of it. It said that such a union was no more 

suitable, than for a crow and bulbul or an Englishm&n and Fren-

chman to live to9ether. It said that though coinciding to a 

great extent in matters of religion, the manner and customs 

of Bih~ris and Bengalis were quite distinct and that they were 

of different nationalities. They neither intermarried nor their 

fandliea &asociated together. How could there any friendship 

64. RNPB, 1876, ~o. e. 

65e RNPB, 18761 No. 15. 
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develop between them•? On the contrary, they used the harshest 

possible expression against each other and the greatest indiff

erence,oontempt and scorn existed between them. 

While pointing out the evils the paper said that when new 

people came from England, they landed first at Calcutta and 

were in constant intercourse with Bengalis. h~en these EnQlish

men were posted in Bihar, Bengalis followed them and were given 

high posts by them and these, in turn, £tarted serving the cause 

of fellow-Bengalia with the result that the Biharis suffered. 

As a consequence of this Bihar~ neglected education becawse they 

took to education to improve their prospects. 

The paper said that the languages of these two provinces 

were distinct and the appointment of Bengalis as headmasters 

iD Bihar schools contributed to the deterioration of i t.8 dialect. 

The paper also made the charge that because of their 

EDqliah education the Bengalis had learned English manners and 

had learned to deapise their own religien. Since they carried with 

them this bad example into Bihar, 68Bociat1cn with them tended 

to deprave the Biharis. 

It was further pointed out that with the construction of 

railway links between Bengal and Bihar~ they were no longer coming 
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to Bihar to settle down, but came only as visitors.when they used 

to make it their home, no injur~· resulted but now the situation 

w u changed. 

The paper concluded by saying that although Bihar and 

Bengal were ruled by the same nation, Eiharis were in reality 

subordinate to two races - the English and the Bengalis. It 

made an appeal to the qovernment to end the aouble burden and 

expressed the fear that if this was not done Biharis would 

become weak and cowardly. It also charged the government of 

crying down the people of Bihar. 66 

The papers had & virulent anti-Bengali tone. The fact 

of double burden and increasing employment of Bengalis were great-

ly stressed. 

The Bihar Bandhim (11th February, 1880) accused the Bengalis 

for 'swamping the collectorate, the courts, the police offices 

and the schools like locusts, depriving the local people of job 

opportunities"67 and Al Hadi said •in addition to the government 

of the British there was a government of the Bengalis because 

66. ~~ 1977, No. 4. 

67. Quoted in J.c. Jha in P.N. Ojha (Ed.) op,cit.,p. 11. 
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68 Calcutta had a modern university and Bihar ha4 none•. 

Willen a BeDgali paper Sahachar condemned Sir A8hley Eden 

for reservinq job• in Bihar for the Biharis and said that the 

plea advance• by the British officers that the Biharis were 

opposed to the appointment of Bengalis was a specious. one ,as it 

believed that,none but~ idiot could believe that the Biharis 

preferred Europeans who were aliens, both in race and creed,to 

the Bengalis who were their fellow countrymen, 69 a paper publi-

shed from Calcutta but most likely managed by a Bihari,almost as 

if to prove Sahachar wrong, demanded that the headma.stership 

of Muzaffarpur school. which was to fall vacant sheuld be given 

to an Eurepean or Eurasian, but never tc a Bengali, who belonQed 

to a people who were so much opposed to the adyancement of 

Bih•ris. 70 

The Bihar Bandhu ef 16th February, 1882 wanted the removal 

of a Bengali sub-divisional officer, accusing him of acting with 

hiQh handedness and saic.i • It is men like him who have made 

BenqalJa unpopul•r in Bihar•. 71 

68. 

69. 

70. 

71. 

Al Hadi (April~ay, 1891) quoted in Ibid~,p.lO. 

~. 1881, No. s. 
RNPB, 1884, No. 19. -
RNPB, 1882, No. s. 
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The expl9its and independent bearing of i<unwar Sinqh and 

Santals were also part of people's consciGusness. The Bibar,..B~dhu 

of 6th September, 1876 accused the Englishmen of not trusting 

the Indians and said •when will Ged show ~ the day in which 

the people of Bihar will be eligible as captains of the regiments 

colonels and Generals. we wish not to rebel and take by force 

the above appointments. for us possess neither the nature nor 

the ability now so to do. If anytime our Biharis have rebelled 

anc.i shown that they were heroes and had still a spark of inde-

pendence left in them, of what avail is it? Since we have not 

the same koer Singh nor the seme independent Santals ... 72 

These papers performad the great function of ventilating 

the grievances of the people and espousing their cause. Their 

appeal wu aot restrictee to a very small audience as the figures 

of circulation reveal. They clearly spelt out the harm 

of 
resulting out~hat they perceived as incogruous union of Bihar 

with Bengal. It was within their perception that Bihar wu 

culturally and linguistically different from Bengal. The presence 

72. RNPB1 1876, No. 38. 
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of Bengalis tended to set b :ti.! example before Bihar people, u 

they had learnt western culture. The Bengalis were monopolisinq 

jobs in Bihar because of their lead in English education and 

also because of their contacts with the Enqlish people who tend-

ed to favour them. The claims of natives of Bihar in the field 

of public employment championed by them and which,incidently 1 

gave birth to 'Bihar for Biharis• movement wu thus,. in reality, 

symbolic of the whole course of historical development that had 

taken place since the English intru:>ion. into Bihar. 

• Bihar for Biharis • Movement 

The demand for jobs for Biharis in Bihar, which wu 

first mac!e in 1876, wu syri>olic of the whole course of historical 

development of Bihar, as we have said above. It was significant 

that the claims of Biharis were put forward in the name of 

Bihar. It meant that the crystallization of Bihar's identity 

had taken place to a great deal. It also meant that Biharis had 

subordinated every other identity to the regional identity and 

claims were not made on behalf of any particular group or section. 
the 

The most important factor which contributed to this was{simulta-
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neous' pro9ress ~f both Hindus and Muslims in the field of 

higher education, so that they did not see each other as the 

enemy, and,in fact. saw the Bengalis as the common enemy, who 

were more advanced in the field of higher English education. 

As the number of Bengali migrants increased so did the bitter-

ness of Biharis. The total number of Bengali• emigrants in the 

year 1881 was 49,321. 73 ~~ile 37, 282 were concentrated in 

those districts, which had a contiguous territory with Bengal, 

more than 12 thousand were dispersed over other district.. The 

total number of emigranta had gone up to 1,26,318 in 1891. 74 

Most of these emigrants were white-collared people!5 There 

is no wonder that such a great cry was made over the problem of 

employment of Biharis. 

The stagnation in economy also served to create the context 

for the emergence of thia problem. 

The post-1857 period was a period of gloom for Biharis in 

this respect. The agriculturists were suffering from a number of 

problems. Heavy indebtedness kept them perpetually depressed. 

74. 

75. 

H. Chattopadhyay, Internal Migration in India 1 A Case 
Study of Bengal, Calcutta, 198q, p. 262. 

!E!.2·· p. 265. 

Ibij,,p. 475. 
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Constant fragmentation of holidings aad lew prices of agricul

tural products added to the:!.r problems. 76 There was a markH 

decline of cottage industries. Ia the absenee Gf new indus-

trial ventur~s and opening ia trade and commerce people were 

forcej te Qepend on public empleyment. 

With the emergence of an English.educated class the 

problem took a new turn. Now Bihar had a class of people 

whose claims could be really advanced. 

The emphasis on a regional identity to buttress claiiM over 

public employment was an attempt to seek wider term of unity and 

identity te protect ancl promote own interests than coula be 

had if only caste or COinlTf.lnal identities were projected. 

With the emerQence of a band of young educated people 

an« 
towards the close of the 1880s, the movement took a new turn/soon 

assumed a separatist character, as these people were firmly 

convinced that Bihar would not make progress unless it was 

separated from BenQal. The intellectual spade work had already 

been done to a great extent by the Bihari newspapers, although 

76. J.c. Jha in P.N. Ojha (Eel.) op.cit,,p. 6 
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they fell just short of demand! ng separation. Now only a 

demand for separation could be made. 



CHAPTER V 

THE MOVEMENT FOR SEPARATION 



CHAPTER V ______ ... __ -

THE MOVEMENT H'OR SEPARATION 

The two decades of 1870s and 1880s were very irapertant in 

the history of Bihar, u we have seen earlier. There we a 

marked growth of regional consciousness. The idea that the 

union of Bihar with Bengal was not buecl Gn any seund principles 

and that it wu proving cletrimental te the interest• of Bihar 

had been prepagated through the columns of pape~. Although,•ne 

paper, the ayid in 1877 did urge the gGvernment te relieve 

the people of Bihar of the double ·sUbordination - that of the 

Enqlish and the Bengalis - that had been imposed en it; yet there 

wu neither any clear-cut demand for the separation •f Bihar 

frem Bengal nor any struggle for thia. 

'l'here were many reaaons for this. The mest. important 

reason w.a that the ijea,that a region could not flewriah 

pr•perly unless it had a separate political identity of its ewn, 

had net sunk int.c the mincls ef the people. 2 Alsc there wu 

no leadership available t• werk tor the objective '3 oor was any 

l. Qasia at 22nd January in RNPBf 1877, Nos. 4 

2. v.c.I-o Chaudhary, ep.clt.., p. 24. 

3. Ibid~, p. 25. 
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other erqan te promote thia cause. 4 

But by the end ef 1880s the situatien had change• censi-

derably.English education spread more wi•ely. This le• te a 

further increase in the nud:>er of English-educated pee>ple who 

ceuld pr~vide leadership to any such mevement. These people 

re•ented wha~ tbey ••w u loss •£ Bihar's identity as a reeul~ 

of the ulden with Bengal, which was brought home te one of the .. at 

naatl linha, while he wu pre•ecuting his studies in Lonclen. 

Te quete him •This wu force• en my attentien during my stay 

in Lenden, u a student. during the early ninetie• of the last 

century, when I made the painful and humtlating discevery that 

not only was Bihar a terra incognita ~~ the average Britisher, 

and even to the retired Anglo-Indians, but also to the majerity 

of the Indiana there. Some of my Indian fri·end•, in Britain 

even challenqe• me to a literary combat and dared me te peint 

out any such prevince u 'Bihar' in a recegnize4i text book of 

geoqraphy. It weuld be difficult fGr me to convey the sense 

of shame and humiliation wh:i..C"h I, anc!l some other equally aenai-

tive Biharee friends, felt while prosecuting our studies in 

4. Ibi •• ,p. 25 -
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Britain, on reali.zi!J9 that we were a people without any inaivi'u-

ality ,without any prevince to claim u ours,in fact,without 

any local habitation with a aane••~ They also came to believe 

that Biharia were being diacriminated against in the matter of 

appoin~nts; especially hiqher appointments and the p~ress 

of Bihar was not taking place. From the very beginning they 

were eonvinc.. that there was not nuch in comnon between Bihar 

and Bengal, although the most articulate intellectual exposition 

of their views came in 1906. It was in this background that 

a struggle for the separation o:f Bihar c.- to be launch••• 

The leaders of the movement felt the necessity of having 

• an organ of their view• as without it •the Bihar! pqliticians 

were ia a helpless ~ght as their opiniGn di4 neither gain 

publicity, ner carry any weight with the local Government•. 6 

Wi.:th this objective in view, in January 1894, a wee.kly 

journal name• 'the Bihar Times• was •tarte~ under the editerahip 

of Mahesh tlarayan.7 Dr. Sachidanand Sinha played a major role 

s. S. Sinha I QI?.cit:f' Patna, 1944 - .... ____ 

Introduction, p. 1 • 

6. s. Sinha I ep.cit.,Introduction, PPo Vi-VII 

7. s. Sillha1 OJ2oci t 1 • Introduction, P• Xi. 
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in starting the paper. Nand l<i•hore Lal S and Babu Bisheshwar 

singh9 also supporte4 the venture, With the launching of this 

paper, the n»vement for the separation of Bihar began. 

whole 
The major emphui•,durinq the/period of the movenent, was 

1a1• on trying to convince the Government of the desirability 

of •ep.ration of Bihar from Bengal rather than go in for any 

other kind of terri t•rial rearranqement in the areas of the Bengal 

Presiaencye 10 In similar fashion atteMpts were also made t• 

convince the leaders of Bengal to accept and support the desira-

bility of this proposition. Al•o, •imultaneously, an attempt 

wu made to bri119 tG light., through the help of facts an• 

fi911res, the vari•u• kinds of disc:rimination that wu beiD<J 

done with the people of Bihar.11 

The Movement between 1894-1905 

An occuien to put forward the cue of Bihar wu px•vide• 

in 1894. The Government of India had been worried about the 

size of the Presidency of Bengal since the 1860s. 12 The 

8. J. Prasad in Pandit Ram Dahin Mishra (Ed,) Bihar J<e Ratna 
(Hincli) Bankipur, n.•. p, 9. 

9. Ibid,, p,25, 

10. See tho Pi•neer __ dt.,. March 26, 1896, 

llo See V,C.P. Chaudhary, op,cit,,pp. 65-82. 

12. Sumit sarkar, a Modern Indla, 1885-1947, Madra., 1983, 
p. 106. 
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growing unwieldyness of the Presidency was a matter ef concern. 

The separatien ef Assam and Sylhet in 187413 was an attempt te 

reduce its sise. 

By 1893, the Government of India came t• decide en the 

transfer of the ChittatJonq division to Assam. But this was 

to be done only after the censtructien of a railway link connect

inQ the port of ChtttagOWJ te silch&r in Assam was complete4. 14 

The preposal to transfer the entire Chittaq•no divisien had 

c•me from Sir Al exancier Macken ozie, who was a menber of the 

Viceroy•• Counci.l • Its main aim was te relieve the qrowing 

administrative burden caused by a fast growth of population.15 

The news of the proposed tranafer provided the Bihar! 

leaders the occasien te •emand the s~ration of Bihar. They 

put forward such a proposal through the Behar. Times in 1894.16 

'l'hey ugued that this ~rll!lsfe.t: of Chit.tagong divislon to Assam 

would qive no appreciable relief to the Lt.-Governor •. T!fey_ 

pointed out that Chittagong is a ~engali-speaking division. On 

the other hand, if Bihar was aeparated which was a hol'lb9eneous 

14. 

15. 

16. 

Ibi •• ,p. 106. 

R.P. Cr•~n a British Policy and Ajntnistration in Bengal 
1905•1912, Calcutta, 19,7, p.i. 

ill,!.,p. 4. 

v.c.P. Chaudhary, op. cit.,p. 54. 
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tract, it would give an appreciable measure of relief and 

and would save the Ben9ali people from being divided under two 

governmenu. 17 

18 Although the proposal was opposed by the Beha~ Heral• , 

a paper which was s~arted by an immigrant Bengali Mr. Guru 

Prasad Sen, who wrQte a number of articles on the subject, 

the demand made by the se.har Times aroused tremendous enthusiasm 

in Bihar.19 Many public meetings were held in various towns 

demanding the separatien of Bihar from Bengal. 20 

In 1894 an ••dress was presented to the LtrGoverner 

of the Lower Provinces S:Lr Charles Blliot at Gaya in which it sa11 
"We crave leave to submit that it is the fate of Bihar that it 

forms~ for administrative purposes, a mere appendage of the 

Lower Provinces of Bengal. Perhaps by the reason of the very 

position which that province occupies as·l the most advanced in 

India, the interests of Bihar and its people are liable to be 

lest sight of, but we earnestly hope that .its importance as a 

separate province, containing a separate people, will be always 

consistently receqnized in matters of legislation and adminis-

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

The Behar Times quoted in Mahesh Narayan, S.Sinha 1 The 
Partition ef Bengal or the Separatien of Bihar, 1906;-patna 
tyPederlpt, PP• 5-7. 

s. Sinha - op.cit., Introduction, P• xiv. 

Ibid,,p. xiv 

IbiduP• xiv 
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tration. 21 

The Pieneer, .n Anglo-Indian paper published from Alla-

habad. threw its weight behind the demand for the separation 

ef Bihar. AtJ the preposal of the transfer of Chittagong to 

Assam continued to exist. the Pioneer maintained that Bihar 

was in some respects more easy to separate from the parent 

22 province. The Pioneer argued that the most logically ideal 

method of diLminishiiXJ the responsibilities of the Lt.-Governor 

in 
of Bengal diCl not Ue (. successively hewing off slices of 

Eastern Bengal and &cJ4iDtJ them te Aasam. It pointec! out that 

the administration of the existing province of Assam had been 

so chequere• that an additi•n to its charges was of doubtful 

pol1cy. 23 The paper had suggested that the real solution of the 

problem lay not in the separation from Bengal of Bengali 

districts but in giving Home Rule to a homogenous tract such 

as Bihar • inhabi te4 not by Bengalis but by a race clesely akin 

21. Ouote4 in M. Narayu and Sinha. op.clt. p. 7 (Typ~cript) 

22. See the Pioneer, March 26, 1896. 

23. See the Pieneer, June 30, 1896. 
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te the acljein:l.ag population of these provinces, speaking not 

Bengali but Hindi and possessing administrati~e problems 

with which Calcutta had not always proved to be in ~uch, 24 

Although the Behar Times in January, 1896 had already 

saia IIN'e are for the constitution of Behar as a separate 

provinCial administration. It is merely an acci~ent that Behar 

is linked to Bengal for a~nistrative purposes, there is less 

in coi'II'nOn between the people of Bengal and the people of Behar, 

than between the people of Bengal and the people of Assam •••• • 25 

and ha4 already advanced reasons such as given by the Pioneer in 

faveur of the separation of Bihar, yet the support extended by 

the Pioneer had a major impact on the movement. 'Itle strong 

support of the Pioneer brought the question in the forefront 

of politics with the result that waverers and fence-eitters 

joined the movement~6 In Patna a very representative pUblic 

meeting waa hel4. 27 

24. See, the Piomeer, June 30, 1986, 

25. Quoted in M, Narayan and s. Sinha- op,cit.,p. 8 (typescript) 

26. s, Sinha, op,cit,,Introduction , p. xv. 

27 • IbiCI, ,P• xi 
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The suggestion of the Pioneer was also taken notice of 

at Bhagalpur, and people were not slow in appreciating the 

worth •f the suggestion as it concerned the future well-being of 

the Biharis, 28 A grand meeting was held at Bhagalpur on the 

20th May and a resolution was adopted therein to memorialise 

the government. 29 

Elli>oldene• by the suppc.»rt of the Pioneer the Behar Times 

put forward the thesis that Bihar possessed all the elements for 

the successful creation of a local A~nistration,30 It said 

•Geographically it may be said to be complete and compact for 

this purpose, it is inhabited by a homogeneous peop~e. who 

are differentiated from the people of Bengal in manners and 

customs, language and literature, in the Cllegree of their 

educational and pelitical progress, in the measure of their 

requiremenu,in the character of their aims and ainbitions, aad 

in the quality of the treatment they require at the hands of 

the government•, 31 It peintecl eut that the qr01o1ing adminis

trative• needs of Bihar had already led to the creation of 

28, A letter to the editor, in the Pioneer dtd. March 26, 1896, 

29, Ibid., 

30. See the Pioneer dtd, March 26, 1896. 

31. • Ibid,, 
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special arranqement• in the administration. The paper 

argued that the difficulty of governinq Bihar from Calcutta 

wu bound to increase and before· lenq the establishment of 

a local Government in Bihar wwld cease to be a matter of choice 

and become one of urQent administrative necessity, hence the 

Government of India was ukej to think, before finally •anc-

tieniD9 the separation of Chi ttagonq from Bengal, whether the 

separatien of Bihar would not be a matter of qreater admini•

trative convenience and political wis4om.32 It also called 

attentien t• the fact that Chittagonq was opposed te the 

•eparation, where&8 practically there weul~ be no oppoaiti•n 

in Bihar. 33 

The sup~rt extended by the Pioneer and the demand rna•e 

by the Bihar lea•er came in for sharp attack from the Benqal 

press. The ae29ali dated the 20t~ June, 1896 'decried the 

whele •eparati•t movement and reqarde• it as a political 

manGeuvre of the Aa;le•II'ldian Conmunity in In•.ta•. 34 The 
The 

32. "'21.!§ar Timea referred in the Pioneer dt. March 26, 1896. 

33. IQJ.!., 

34. v.c.P. Chaudhary, op.cit.,p. 60. 
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paper also sh•wed traces of blackman's burden. It said, 

•we firmly ~elieve that a close asseei&tien with an advanced 

province not only tenea te keep up the standard of adminia-

tration in the less favoured districts but also levels up 

their (lesa favoured diatricta• inhabitants) •••• • 35 

Neverthelesa the movement got wide support from the 

people and the matter wu discusae4 at crowded public meetino•· 36 

The Bihar leaders became emboldened eneugh te present 

an addreas t• the Lt.-aovernor of Bengal, Sir Alexander 

Mackenzie ( 1895-99) durinQ his tour of Bihar, in which the 

question of aeparatien was alae to form a part. The a4dre•a 

wu presented at Gaya but the reply of the Lt.-Governor wu 

extremely diaappointino. 37 It gave the mravement a big blow aDI 

many of these who had come round to support it, deserted it. 38 

For all practical purposes, the strength was reduced to four 

people - Maheah Narayan, Nand Kishore L&l, RaJ. Baha•ur Krishna 

Sahay and Sachchidanand Sinha. 39 

35. Quoted in Ibid, p. 61. 

36. The Pioneer •td. June 30, 1896. 

37. s. Sinha, 02•cit.,Introduction, P• xv-xvii. 

38. s. Sinha - Ibia·.l!,., Introduction, PP• x.v-xv11. 

39. Ibid,, Introduction, P• xv11. 
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But simultaneously with all these developments, the Behar 

Times was engaged in the task of bringi:EYJ to light the various 

di•criminatiC)n8, practised against the people of Bihar. In 

an i•sue in 1896, it drew attention te the fact that there 

was no medical college in Bihar and as a couequence there 

was no Bihar! medical graduate. It wanted that through the aid 

of public subscription the status of the Temple Medical School 

at Patna should be raised to the status of a college. 40 The 

paper in 1899 complained that in the administration of the 

Calcutta University Biharis had no role, although they attaCh

ed great importance to this university. 41 Also there were only 

five Biharis fellow of the University, all of them Muslims. 

Although the paper welcemed this fact because Bihari Muslims 

were also Biharis, but it wanted a greater representation of 

Bihar as a whole and wanted the inclusion of worthy Bihar! 

Hindus, too. Hindi, too, was not included in the curriculum 

of the University. 42 

The paper also voiced the grievances of the Bihar! 

Hindus in the matter of recruitment to the provisional service. 

40. 

41. 

42. 

Behar Times dt• lat January, 1896 referred in v.c.P. 
Chaudhary, op.cit.,p. 63. 

The Bihar Times dtd. 15th January, 1899. Quoted and 
referred in v.c.P. Chaudhary. op.cit.,p. 64. 
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No Bihar! waa recruited that year and the paper charged that 

they were not appointed because Bihar had started an agitation 

for a aeparate government. 43 Such grievances continued to be 

raise4, The demand was for a fair representation of Bihar!• in 

different branches of adnd.nistratione'44 Por example, in the 

case of judicial appointments, it wu aubmitted that all the 

posts that existed in Bihar should have gone to Biharis. The 
the 

rights of the children of/soil were emphasized. 45 -
In the similar vein,even the proportion of distribution 

of funds on e•ucation between Bihar and Bengal came in for 

attack, u it was •een that less money was spent in Bihar 

than should have been the due share. 46 

It went te the extent that even in matters like the 

conferment of titles people of Bihar were seen to be neglected. 47 

43. !2!2• 1 PP• 64-65. 

44o Ibid, 1 PP• 66-67 • 

45. Ie!!•,PP• 69-70. 

46. Behar Times dtd. 17th June, 1898. Quoted and referred in 
Ibld,,pp. 78-79. 

47. Behar Times quoted in Ibid.,p. 66. 
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The growinQ consciousness set the stage when movement 

for the separation of Bihar could be accelerated. 

This time the occasion was provided by the proposed 

move of the government to make territorial changes in Benqal • 

.1905 - 1912 

'Ne have seen that earlier in the 1890s the G.overnment 

of India had proposed to transfer the Chittagong division 

to Assam to relieve the administrative burden on the Lt,-Governor 

of Benc;Jal. At that time Sir William Ward, the Chief Conmi-

ssioner of Assam. had supported the proposal, and also 

favoured the transfer of the Dacca and Mymensingh districts of 

the Dacca division and the creation of a new •North Eastern 

Provinces•.48 However Wara•s successor Sir Henry Cotton 

strongly opposed the move49 in early 1897. However,the proposal 

waa revived by Bengal's new Lt.-Governor Andrew Fraser in a note 

of 28 March 1903.50 It was accepted by Curz·on in a minute 

on territorial redistribution in India (1 June, 1903). 51 The 

48. 

49. 

so. 
51. 

a.a. Cronin - op,cit,,p. 4. 

Ibid. p.s. _, 

s. sarkar. op,cit., p. 106. 

Ibid, .Jl• 106. 
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proposal was announce4 in Home Secretary Risley• s letter of 

3rd December 1903.52 The two reaso~ offered in support of 

the transfer plan by Risley were,the relief of Bengal and 

53 the improvement of Assam. This transfer plan wu, however, 

soon transformed into a plan ~o partition Bengal into two 

provinces, which was formally announced in July, 1905. Under the 

Plan a new province of Eut Bengal and Assam was to be created, 

which was to include Chittagong, Dacca and Malda apart from 

Assam. 54 The other province was to consist of Presidency and 

Burdwan divisions, Patna, Bhagalpur minus Malda, Chota Nagpur 

and Orissa divisien and also some feudatory states.55 

From the very beginni~ the plans of the Government 

were bitterly attacked in Bengal. The opportunity was 9raspecl 

by the leaders of Bihar who started proposing the •eparation 

of Bihar u an alternative scheme to reduce the 9rowinQ burden 

on the administration of Bengal. 

The demand of the Bihar! leaders drew wi4e support. A 

52. le!!, ,p.106. 

53. ~,,p. 106. 

Ibidf,PP• 106-7. Also see M. Narayan and s.Sinha -
op.c t., Po 29. 

55. see M. Narayan and s. Sinha - op.eit.,p. 30 (typescript). 
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leading BenQali publicist, P.c. Ray wrote an open letter 

to Lord Curzon in 1904 supporting the demand of the Bihar! 

leaders.56 Mr. Ray drew attention to the fact that the 

cry 'Bihar for Biharis' set up in Bihar was growinq in 

strength and persistence. He pointed out that Bihar differ

ed from Bengal in language, and customs. 57 He added •under 

the circumstances it would be at once prudent, as well as 

juat, to detach willing Behar from Bengal, instead of dividing 

unwilling Bengal into two. Under the Mughals Behar forraec! a 

aeparate province. I want the Mughal idea to be followed by 

the British by makinq Bengal and Behar twc distinct provinces, 

as Behar haa no sentiment to remain tied up as an appendage to 

Bengal from which it would much rather be severed politically, 

as it is historically and ethnically.57• 

Mr. Dilawar Hussain, a retired Inspector General of Regis-

traticn wrote in 1904 that statesmanship demanded that the 

the commissionership of Assam should be abolished and merged 

56. Ibid. ,p. 12. -
57. Ibid. ,p. 12. -
57a. Quoted in ~.,p.l2 
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intc the ~er Provinces and Behar and Chotanagpur should 

be detacbed from the Lower Provinces and with or without 

the permanently settled districts of the United Provinces i.e. 

Benares division,should form an independent administration. 58 

Many important pe.ople like Sir Charles. Stevens_ who was an &x-

Lt.-Governor of the Lower Provinces also supported the demand. 59 

Meanwhile,an alternative plan to the proposed transfer of 

the Bengali-speaking areas to Assam also came under the consi-

deration of the government. 

J.B. Fuller, the Chief Commissioner of Assam, in April, 

60 1904 raised objections against the proposed transfer plan. As 

te a 
an alternative to the plan which amounted tpart.i tion plan of 

Bengal, Fuller recommende~ the transfer of Chittagcng division 

a!l.one to Assam and suggested the creation of. a Chief Cormli

ssionership for Bihar and Chotanagpur.61 

But the government did not accept the prOposal, as it 

was seen to contain varieus problems, which outweighed the 

supposed advantages of the scheme. In a despatch to the 

58. Quoted in Ibid.,p. 20 

59 e -'!. b \ d .o I - · -:' 1 _. • _: ~ ~ f • P. 19 e 

60. R.P. Cronin- op.cit.,p. 25. 

61. Ibid.- P• 25 and 29. 
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secretary of state dated the 2nd February, 1905, the object-· 

ions to the proposed formation cf Ma chief comndssionership 

of Behar, which would include the Patna division ••••••• 

the Hindi-speaking districts of Chotanagpur •••• the Benares 

division and possibly the districts of Monghyr and Bhagalpur" 

62 were pointed out. It was said that the proposed Commdssion 

would not be larqe enough to recruit for itself and the govern-

ment would have to recruit officers from outside, who might 

be unwillinq to serve in Bihar. secondly, it would take from 

the Lower Provinc6s all of ita best districu and would make 

63 the province unpopular•. 

But while the qovernment was deliberating over the 

matter, the Bihar! leaders tried to win support from other 

qua;ters to their demand for the separation of Bihar from 

Bengal u an alternative to the proposed parti.tion plan. In 

1904 the Indian National Congress was held at Bombay. In the 

•ubjecta Committee of that Congress this suqgeation was put 

forward by Sir Henry Cotton and was supported by Sachchi-

danand Sinha and also by Ganga Prasad Verma of tucknow. But 

the suggestien was laughet down by the Bengali delegates 

62. DespatCh dtd. February 2, 1905, quoted in M. Narayan 
and s. Sinha, op,eit.,pp. 37-38. 

Ibid.,pp. 37-38. -
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with the result that their prepondering voice in the deli

berations prevented any sudh scheme being proposea•, 64 and 

the · resolution of the Congress opposed partition of Bengal 

in any manner, whatsoever.65 However, Sir Cotton, in his 

presidential address had arqued for the separation of Bihar 

and Chotanaqpur as a separate administration as a preferable 

solution to the problem. if a redistribution of territory 

wu necessary to qive relief t$ the Lt.-Governor of the Lower 

P rovincea. 66 

The partition plan became a fait accompli in 1905. 

Neither the leader• of Bengal nor the government were willing 

to accede to the demand of the Bihari leaders. But the scheme 

of the partition provided the Bihar leaders a chance to put 

forward their case more forcefully as an alternative to the 

unpopular partition •cheme. The Bengal leadere lost the chance 

of cornerinq the government (its aroument of administrative 

convenience) by not supporting the demand of Bihar! leaders.67 

The demand of the Bihar! leadem got support from prominent 

people. However, they did not start any open agitation on this 

occuion.68 

64. H. Naraya-n ·and s. Sinha, op.cit.,p. ll 

65• v.c.P• Chaudhary, op.cit.,pp. 85-86. 

66. M.-Narayan and s. Sinha, op.cit•uP• 11. 

67. s. Sinha, op.cit.,p. xxi. 

68. Ibid,,p. xiK-XX 
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The partition of Bengal brought a qualitative change 

in the separation movement in Bihar., New Social groups like 

that of native aristocrat. and M.lslims joined it, which had 

till then been doadnated by the Hindu educated clue. Although 

the partition aroueed great resentment throughout educated 

India., in Bihar, it did not make much impact. 69 The Bihar! 

leaders were preoccupied in working for the _ separation of 

Bihar. Also they did not want to offend the government as it 

of 
could have resulte4 in the neglectftheir- demand by it. They 

put all their energy into the movement and, 'on the whole, they 

ahowed their loyalty towaris the government". 70 

"The partition of Bengal though it did not give the 

Biharisall they wanted gave them a great deal more than 

they had ever obtain~ under the old system". 71 In 1906 

Sir Andrew Fraser, the Lt.-Governor of Bengal.,acquired for his 

residence a house at Patna. Lord Minto in the course of his 

Darbar speech referr4M to it u the "charming Government House", 

69. s. Sarkar - op1cit~ p. 125. 

70. v.c.P. Chaudhary - op.eit.,p.91 

71. s. Sinha - op.cit,,p. xx11. 
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a declaration which was seen by the Biharis as a- r.~CGCJnitien 

of the new status of Bihar and of its capital. 72 

The Bihari leaders continued their efforts to convince 

the government of the desirability of the separation of Bihar. 

Gopal Krishna Gokhale~ at the Banares Congress, had already 

said that if it was really necessary to reduce the charge 

of the LtrGovernor of the Lower Provinces, the most natural 

course to take was to separate, Behar, Chotanagpur and orissa 

from Bengal and from them into a separate province. 73 Now with 

the view of -•educating our masters• to use the words of the 

two authors, Mr. Mahesh Narayan and Sacbehidanand Sinha, the 

two principal leaders of the movement, brought out a pamphlet 

in January 1906 designated as 'The Partition of Bengal or 

the separation of Bihar•.74 

In it they proposed an alternative scheme of the separation 

of Bihar against that of the partition of Bengal· and ·i u 

merits~ But in addition to this, this pamphlet was the most 

clear intellectual exposition of the various grounds - cultural 

historical, sociological, ethnological and geographical . 

72. s. Sinha·- op.cit.,p. xxii 
73. M. Narayan and s. Sinha, op.cit.,pp. 34-357 
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on which they demanded and justified the separat~on of 

Bihar. 

They began by accepting the fact that the partition of 
te 

Bengal had provedA:>e an unpopular measure all over India, and 

in a spirit of loyalty#advised the government that under these 

circumstances statesmanship lay 11 11 not in driviZXJ the dis-

affection aown into the hitherto unaffected stJ:ata of society 

(Bihar), nor by repressive measures in directing it under-

ground to do more real mischief 1 the essence of good statesman-

ship lies in applyinq such a remedy as may convert the force 

now ranged against the Governn:aerat into thGae fer the Gevernment 

an• it is the duty of all loyal supporter of the Government te 
such 

75 suggest!a remedy ••••• • They proposed the remedy. 

The authors by givinq figures showed that the total area 

and population of the new· province of Eastern Bengal and Assam 

was 106,074 aquare ndles and 31,303,282 persons respectively. 

The left out province consisting of Presidency and Burdwan divis-

division., Patna, Bhagalpur minus Malda, Chotanagpur, and Orissa 

75. H. Narayan and s. Sinha - quoted in v .c.P. Chaudhary, 
OR.cit, ,p. 94. 
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divisions and some feudatory states had a total area of 

135, 69:'7· sq. miles and the population was 57,182,889 persons. 76 

In this calculation,the aut~ omitted from consideration, 

the area and population of certain states trans fer red ftem the 

Central PrGvinces to Orissa and Chotanagpur and certain states 

transferred from Chotanagpur to the eentral-Provinces, as-they 

area 
weu very small as compared to the total . and being almost 

equal in size cancelled out each other. 77 

two 
The authors refused tit· accept the,grouncis offered 

by the Government in transferring additional area to the new 

province -of E. Bengal and Assam. These were that they 

would provide a definite western boundary corresponding with 

reCO<Jnizea characteristics both geographical and ethnological 

social and linguistic. to- the new province. 78 . 

They pointed out that the erection of boundary constitu-

ted by a river di• not mean that geographical characteristics 

became different on the two sides. They also refused to 

accept that there was ethnological difference between the two 

76. M, Nar•~··r.nand s. Sinha - op,cit, ,pp. 29-30, 
77, Ibi.a,, pp·, 30, 

78, Ibidu P• 30. 
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Bengal. There was also no linguistic difference as both 

spoke Bengali. 79 

The second ground offered by the Government that 1t 

WGul4 concentrate the ~uslim population in one province was 

countered by saying that millions would still remain in wast 

Bengal. 80 

Under the new scheme,proposed by the authors, the old 

Lt.-Governorship was to consist of all Bengali speaking 

divisions, diatrict of Malda, some feudatory states and 

Assam. The Chief commissionership of Assam was to be abolloh

ecl and it was to be tr&nSferred to Bengal. The total area 

was to be of 133 1 202 sq. miles and the population 48,785,503 

persena·.11 

The new Lt.-Governorship of Bihar was to consist of Patna 

division, Bhagalpur division minus Malda, Chotanagpur division 

orissa division and some feudatory states. It was to have a 

total area of 109,682 sq. miles and a total population of 

35,549,785 persons.82 

79. !E!!· ,pp. : 31-32. 

80'. Ibid,, PP• .30-3 2-e 

81o Ibid, ,pp~ 39-41. 

82~ Ibid,, P• 42. 
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The figures excluded areas and population exchanged 

between the lower previnces and Central provinces and also 

that of Darjeeling which had been tagged with Bhagalpur 

division.83 

The authors argued that their scheme was better as under 

it areas and population of the two provinces would be more 

evenly matched.84 

But even mGre significant was the superiority of the 

•cheme in point of view of geographical, sociological and 

linquiatic aspects over the scheme actually carried out. as 

The author• began by proving that Chotanagpur was essen-

t:ti.ally a part of Bihar. They pointed out that a very large 

population of these cUst:':'icts was of the same race u the 

people ef Bihar. They ·,Q.!Oted the Bang alee, which in 1904 hac! 

said 'The pepulation of the Clistrict of Chota Nagpur is closely 

akin to that of Behar and as a matter of fact these districts 

have been regarded as Behar districtsw.86 

The authors stressed the differences between Ben9al 

83. Ibid.., - p.42e 
84, Ibido,- p.43, 

as. Ibid.,- P• 44 

86, Ibid,,pp, 46-47, 
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and Bihar ang pointed out that there were differences between 

the two in mattesof physical feature., climate, the nature of 

soil and food supply and food habits. 87 

They also pointed out the linguistic differences and 

argued that although there was philological affinity between 

Bengali, J:l..indi and Oriya but this did not make it possible for 

the speaker of one language to follow the ether languaqe and 

did not act as a unifying force. -Wihile Hindi (or Bihar! 

according to Grierson) wu the language spoken in Bihar and 

in the greater portion of Chotanagpur, Bengali was spoken 

throuqhaut Bengal. 

Ethnological tifferences were also stressed and the 

authority of Mr. Beverley's Report on the Census of Bengal 

was cited in tl'H! favour. It was also pointecl out that the 

Bengalis oonsidere• themselves as separate and distinct from 

Biharia. 89 

Through a recounting of the historical traditions 

of Bihar it was also sought to be proved that Bihar had a 

87. Ibid., PP• 47-52. 

ea. Ibid. ,pp. s~-54. 

89. The Maharaja of Cossimazar,. while presiding a meeting 
on the 7th Auqust 1905 aaid •Among the six divisions of 
the old province, there will be left only a divisien and 
• half containing a Bengali-speaking population. We 
will be in a h::>P=eless minori ty•. Th~ authors pointed out 
how Ciin Bengalis be in a hopeless minor! ty 1 f the Bengalis 
and Biharis were one. See. p. 59. ~·, 
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great antiquity. The traditions of Magadha, Mithila were 

receuntet!. The names of the Buddha and Mahavira were used. 

It was pointed out that even during the Mughal period, Bihar 

ha4 a separate entity of 1 ts own. They pointe• out thr•ugh 

a narrative of a~nistrative and political developments that 

Bihar•s connexion with Bengal was a recent development, 

and there was no ground to treat it asimrnutable.90 They 

.. . .. 
pointed out that the same arguments which"tell against the 

.. * pax:tition of Bengal apply in favour of the separation of 

Bihar. 91 

The pamphlet pointed out that under the proposed scheme 

a homogenous group (Bengali•) won't be divi•ed. The other 

major argument put forwara was that this would place the 

boundary on the basis of geographical. ethnological. social and 

linguietic considerations unlike the government scheme. Alao 

that the proposed scheme would be carried out without hosti-

lity and will be received with enthusiasm by some peopleo 92 

The political grouncia were als<~> emphasized. It was pointe• 

90. Ibid,, PP• 60-65~ 

91. Ibid. I P• 65. 
92. Ibid, I PP• 67-68. 
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out that the government in Calcutta was not always in touch 

with the problems of Bihar. The Lt.-Governer did n&t visit 

Bihar frequently and as his surroundings were wholly Bengali, 

he ten••• te ai•e with them whenever their interests clashed 

with those of the Biharia. It~ was pointe<! out that if Bihar 

wu leparated the local government would be more soliciteus 

of the welfare of the Biharis than any administration in 

Calcutta. Bihar would also hope to have Medical and Engineer-

ing Collec;u. Then with a local government of Bihar, the 

competition for the Provincial Civil Service would be confined · · 

to the Children of the soil, the large ministerial departments, 

which were monopolised by the Bengalis, would be thrown open 

to the indiQeneus empleyees, the revenue of the province 

would be spent here only. Local talent would get a healthy 

stimulus and apart from being absolutely necessary for the 

progress of the province, it would lead te a general progress 

of the country. 93 

After the partition of Bengal new social groups joined the 

movement. The first to show a sympathetic attitude towards 

the movement wu the Behar Landholders' Association. In a . 

93. Ibid.,pp. 3-s. 
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resolution it decided that in view of the fact that in the 

now constituted previnoe Behar was the predominaat partner 

both in terRI of area and pepulation , the Association should 

memorialiae the Government that the said province should 
Bengal 

now be designateti as the Province of Behar, Westfand Orissa 

and the Lt.-ooverner be further a4dressed as the Lt. Governor 

of Behar, west Bengal and orissa. 94 

In an address presented to the L~-Governor Andrew Fraser 

in 1907, he waa addressed as such, 95 

In April 1906 the Behar Times was rechristened u the 

Beharee with Mahesh Narayan continuing to be its editor, 96 

Bis death in August, 1907, however, dealt the movement a 

major blow,97 It ha• to be built .anew. This made it 

necesaary to ta:p new sources of strength and t• form new 

all1ancea,98 This le• te the forging of an alliance with 

the educated ·Muslims. Measers Ali Imam and Hasan Imam, who 

were then the leaders of the Patna bar and Sir Muhammad 

Fakhruddin associated themselves with the movement. 99 In this 

94, Ibid,,p,73, 

95e s. Sinha, op,cit.,p. xxiii. 

96, v,c,P,.Chaudhary, op,cit,,p. 98. 

97, S, Sinha, op,cit, ,p, xxiii 

98. .!ill· ~· :xxiii 
99, v,c,P, Chaudhary, op,cit.,~p. 98-99, 
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new alliance the Muslinswere to play a very important 

and honourable role. This alliance had an immediate result in 

the holding of the first session of the Bihar Provincial 

Conference in 1908 (In early 1908 a Bihar Provincial Congress 

Conmi ttee was formed, The provincial Congress Cormd ttee used 

to hold a political conference). 100 The first session was 

held at Patna in April 1908 under the Presidentship of Mr. 

Ali Imam. In it Sir Muhanmad Fakhruddin moved a resolution 

on the separation of Bihar and its constitution as a separate 

province. It was supported by the representatives of mDSt of 

the distr1cts. 101 

By 1!k>8 a broad-based leadership consisting of the three 

articulate sections of the province - the Hindu educated 

bourgeoisie, the aristocratic class and the upper strata of 

the Muslim community- emergee. 102 

In 1908, a joint memorial was submitted to the Lt.-

Governor by a deputation, which was jointly organized by the 

100. R.R. Diwakar, op.cit.,p. 652. 

101. s. Sinha, op.cit.,p. xxiv. 
102. v •• P. !;haudhary, op.cit.,p. 102. 
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three leading public associations in Bihar - the Bihar 

Landholders~sociation, the Bihar Provincial Association and 

the Bihar Provincial Muslim League in which he was requested 

to redress the grievances of Bihar. 

In it they deman<led adequate representation in the 

Governor• a Council. Another major demand was that Patna shoulcl 

be made the second capital of Bengal and the Lt.-Governor 

should also stay here for three or four months a year so that 

he could give personal attention to the problems of Bihar. 

Bihar's ~ducational requirements were emphasized. 

It also demanded that all Bihar Public posts should be reserved 

for Biharis. It also pointed out the ill-representation of 
to 

Biharis in the services t. the Lt.- Governor through figuret:. 

The Lt.-Governor showed great sympathy with the demands and 

grievances of the Biha.ri~,accepted the injustice fione to Bihar 

and gave the assurance that the views presented would 

receive at the hands of the government careful and favourable 

103 consideraticm. 

103. India, Home (Pub.) A Prog. oct. 1908, No • 15-17. 
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Bihari leaders continued te press for the separation 

of Bihar. The Bihar Provincial t'!onference at Gaya wanted 

the roodification of the partition of Bengal by uniting the two 

Bengals together and by separating Bihar, Chotanagpur ana 

Orissa under a separate Governorship. It once again reiter-

ated that Bihar was not likely to flourish so long as it 

remained tied up to Bengalo 104 

The demand of Bihar• s separation had gained new respecta-

bility as it was no longer seen as the demand of one parti-

cular section. The Bengal leaders also gradually softened 
the 

their attitude and came round to the view that~emand was 
105 

preferable as an alternative to the abrogation of the partition. 

'rhere was a change in the attitude of the government also. The 

Government was getting worried by the continued problems in 

Bengal caused by the partition and wanted to undo it. At 

the same time it was impressed by the fact of non-participa-

tion of Bihar in the post-partition agitation and took it as a 

loyal gesture but it apprehended that the refusal to accept 

Bihar's de~d for separation could create agitation there al•e. 

104. v .c.P. ~haucihary, op,cit.,,PP• 158-159, 

105, -~bid .• 1 - _.;. ,p. 162. 
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Lor• Hardinge in June 1911 drew up a scheme u a 

solution to the impasse created by the part! tion of Bengu 

Jteeping in mind the convenience of adm1nistration. 106 Among 

other proposals it also •uggested the creation of a new Lt.-

Governorship with a Legislative Council for Bihar, Chota Nag

pur and Orissa.107 He won the approval of .__his Council to 

the proposals and also secured the consent of the secretary 

of state for Indie crewe to proceed in the matter.108 

Hardinge prepared a despatch which was sent on the 25th August 

1911. 

Mith other proposals, the Despatch also proposed 

•to create a Lieutenant-Governorship in Council to consist of 

Bihar, Chota Nagpur, and Orissa with a Legislative Council 

anQ a capital at Patna. The area of the province would be 

approximately 113000 square miles, and the population about 

35,000,000.· 

The grounds for the above decision were clearly exposited 

It said "We are convinced that if the Governor of Bengal is to 

107. Ibid., P• 215. 
1oa. Ibia,,pp. 215-16. 
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do jus~ic~_to the territories which we propose to assiqn 

to him and to safeguard the interests of the · Mahom~dans..- etf 

his province, Bihar and Chota Nagpur must be dissociated from 

Bengal. Quite apart, however, from the consideration, we 

are satisfied that it is in the highest degree desirable to 

give the Hindi-speakinq people, now included within the province 

of Bengal a separate administration. These people have hitherto 

been unequally yoked with the Bengalis, and have never there

fore had a fair a opportunity for development. The cry of 

Bihar for the Biharis has frequently been raised in connexion 

with the conferment of appointments, an excessive number of 

off:!.ees. in Bihar havinq been held by Bengalis. The Biharis 

are a sturdy, loyal people and it is a matter of common knowledge 

that although they have long desired separation from Bengal, 

they refrained at the time of the partition from asking for 

it, because they did not wish to join the Bengalis in 

opposition to Government. There has, moreover, been a very 

marked awakening in Bihar in recent years, and a strong belief 

has grown up among Biharis a that Bihar will never develop until 

it is dissociated from Bengal. That belief will, unless a 
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a remedy be found, give rise to agitation in near future. 

and the present is an admirable opportunity to carry out 

on our own initiative a thoroughly sound and much - desired 

change. The Oriyas, like the Biharis, have little in 

common with the Bengalis, and we propose to have Orissa 

(and the Sambalpur district) with Bihar and Chota Nagpur. We 

believe that the arrangement will well accord with popular 

sentiment in Orissa and will be welcome to Bihar as presenting 

a seaboard to that province". 109 The secretary of State gave 

his approval to the ebove proposal and informed the Government 

that at the Delhi Olrbar on the 12th .December, 19!1 · · His 

Imperial Majesty would make the announcement of the same along 

with other declarations. 

George V, the King Emperor, on the 12th oe_cernber announced 

the creation of a new Lieutenant-Governorship in Council 

administeriD;J the areas of Bihar, Chota Nagpur and Orissa 

at as early a date as possible. 

The new province came into existence on the 1st April, 

1912 marking the end of Bihar's struggle for separation 

from Bengal and creation of its own political identity. 

109. Olloted in V .c.P. Chaudhary - op.ci t.,,pp. 163 -64. 
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Apprai,gaJ. 

The movement passed through two stages. The first 

stage was between 1894 to 1905. The s ece>nd stage was from 

1905-1912.While in the first stage it was clearly led by 

Hindu eGucated class,in the second,other groups also joined 

it. But it cannot be denied that even in the second phase 

the intellectuals dominated it. By and large, it remained a 

middle class movement.It was at times seen as anti-national 

and the leaders were charged with the accusation that they 

were workinq for self interest. But as we have seen : the 

leaders were moved by a sincere desire to create a condition 

for the proper development of Bihar and in it they were continuing 

an old tradition. Apart from various reasons put forward 

for demanding separation, there was an intellectual conviction 

on their part, as revealed by s. Sinha, that in a country like 

India it was not possible to evolve, a.t least for a very 

long time, a nation of the · unitary type All that one 

could hope for, under the existing conditions, was to form 

different nationalities based not on communal but linguistic 

and territorial considerations, yet bound politically with the 
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people of the other provinces, for the purpose of general 

advancement of the country as a whole. Their ideal was the 

existence, side by side, of state patriotism with national 

patriotism. Hence they tried to promote, what Lord Balfour had 

termed as subordinate patriotism, among the Biharis. Thi's 

was similar to what scotchman f~l for scotland, while sharing 

in a common patriotism with the English and the Welsh, as 

Britons. It was arvued that varieus patriotisms need not 

be and should not be mutually exclusive. The rationale behind 

the movement lay in thia. 

*** 



CHAPTER VI 
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CHAPTER VI 

C 0 N C L U S I 0 N ------------
Bihar qot a political identity of its own in 1912, 

marking the end of a lonq atruqqle to achieve this objective. 

The struggle, in reality, had atarte• in the 1870s, when the 

first articulatien of a regional conseiou.snesa were made • 

Since then the events took the inevitable course ultimately 

leading to a demand for separation from Bengal. 

The British rule and its accompanyinq effects created the 

context for the qrowth of regionalism in Bihar. The distorte• 

anci lop-siu• trans foriiAtion of the Indian society le• to the 

creation of an uneven society. Some peopl:_e and regions became 

more developed and advancetl, both in social and economic :fields. 

The people of the a<lvanced regiens" where the Bri tiah rule had 

ma4e the greatest impact, started dominating the interesu of 

backward reqien8. Once political consciousness developeti anonq 

the people of backward regions they started questioning the 

dominant position of other regional groups in their regions. 

Bihar was a part of the Presidency of Bengal and here 

the Bengalis were seen as dominating the interests of the people 

of Bihar, ultimately giving rise to a separatists movement. 
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Bihar, in the Pre-British period, possessed elements 

of a regional identity. It was a subah of the Mughal Empire. 

Living under a common administration for more than two hundre• 

years produced certain common habits of life. At the level of 

the educated elite Biharis shared a common language. At the 

popular level, too, Hindi or its dialects were spolcen by the 

peopler. • The colonial intrusion, however, created a situation 

where lecal interests started suffering. As English education 

was made the pass to official employment, and as it did not 

make mueh progress in Bihar before the 1860s ~ Bengalis came te 

occupy important positions in Bihar, u among them English 

education had made great progress. 

But in the second half of the 19th century Erg lish 

education also spread among the people of Bihar. 1ead109 to the 

emergence of an educated middle class. '!'his class was to ques

tion the domination of the Bengalis in the public services. 

The emergence of this class served to create an unprecedented 

unity among the people of Bihar. 

In the beginnir¥J of the 1870s the British rulers also 

paid special attention to the problem9 of Bihar. They hacl 

come to perceive that the people of Bihc were essentially 
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different from the people of Bengal and also that they needed 

some special attention. 1'bis led them to reserve jobs for the 

people of Bihar at certain levels. Hindi was also introduced 

in Bihar u the medium of instruction in the schools. 'l'hese 

Steps served to promote a sense of eotmOn iclentity among the 

people there. Improvements in the means of comnunication 

also promoted this feeling. In the 1870s there was also a 

marked growth of political consciousness. Many public associati

ons were established, which all emphasized the identity of Bihar 

and worked for the improvement of the people of Bihar. Many 

newspapers were started. It was through the columns of vernacu

lar pape!!sl that the incongruity of the union of Bengal and 

Bihar and the consequent harmful effects on the people of Bihar, 

were pci•nt.ed out. Thus papers greatly contributed to the 

construction and articulation of Bihar•s identity. These papers 

first made the demand that public employment in Bihar should be 

given to the Biharis only. Thus they gave rise to the slogan 

'Bihar for Biharis' which soon t~ok the shape of a movement 

aimed at the separation of Bihar. 

The struggle proper was started in the early 1890s. 

The first opportunities for making the demand for separation 
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from Bengal were provided in 1894, when the colonial government 

was planning to make territorial rearrangements in the Presi

dency of Bengal to reduce the administrative burden on the 

Lt.- Governor of Bengal. The leaders of Bihar pointed out that 

the beat method of solving this problem was to separate Bihar, 

as it wae a homogenous territory and did not want to remain 

with Bengal. The second opportunity was provided when the 

GoverDnent was contemplating the partition of Bengal again in 

the name of relief of Bengal. The leaders of Bihar again 

repeated the aame argument& that they had made in the 1890s. 

They pointed out that it was fair that Bihar be separatecl 

rather than a common people be diviced. They appr~prieted 

history to· buttress their claims for a separate identity, 

pointed out the ethnic and cultural differences between the 

people of Bengal and Bihar and above all they made the political 

argu~nt that no administration running from Calcutta could 

take care of Bihar's interests. They pointed with the help 

of facts and figures the discrimination done to the people of 

Bihar in matters of publie employment and in the grant of funds 

for various purposes. They also used the argument: that a 

local government would be more solicitous of the welfare of the 

peopleo 
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In doing all these things, the leaders of Bihar were · 

firmly cGnvincea that unless the «istinctive identities of 

the pecaple were recognizea the country would not progress. The 

demand wasmade on the ground that a people could not flewer 

unless they had an identity that they could claim as their 

ewn. 

Once Bihar became a separate state it joined the 

mainStream of natienal movement with great vigour. It was no 

wonder that it became •ne ef the strongest centres of the 

free•om movement in India. 
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